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by Bruce Posnak*

I.

INTRODUCTION

There are two major components to choice of law; one is of a constitutional dimension,' and the other is discretionary.' This article deals with
discretionary choice of law. The "big question" it attempts to answer is,
assuming the forum may constitutionally apply the law of two or more
states to an issue in a case before it, how should it make the choice. After
supplying some historical background, the article recommends an ap* Professor of Law, Mercer University, University of Maryland (B.A., 1963; LL.B. 1966).
Member, State Bars of Maryland and California.
The author gratefully acknowledges the contributions of his research assistant, Ann McLean, and his colleagues, Professors Ted Blumoff and Harold S. Lewis, Jr. of Mercer University School of Law, as well as Professors Willis Reese of Columbia University School of
Law and Robert A. Leflar of Arkansas University School of Law. The writer also gratefully
acknowledges the grant from Mercer University School of Law.
1. There are two constitutional provisions primarily implicated. The full faith and credit
clause, U.S. CONsT. art. IV, § 1, could require the forum to apply the law of a sister state,
and the due process clause, U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, § 1, could prohibit the forum from
applying some law, including its own. For the writer's views on the proper constitutional
constraints on choice of law see Posnak, Choice of Law: A Very Well-Curried Lefiar Approach, 34 MERCER L. REv. 731 (1983).
2. Sometimes this is referred to as "normal conflict of laws," "conflict of laws," or just
"conflicts," but I believe "discretionary choice of law" is a more meaningful phrase.
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proach based on interest analysis3 but one that incorporates parts of approaches proffered as alternatives to the original (Currie) brand of interest analysis. The article next compares the recommended approach to a
number of other alternatives with special emphasis on the approach of
the Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws.
Many commentators believe that "the principle question in choice of
law today is whether we should have rules [that do not take the content
of the competing laws into account] or an approach [such as interest analysis that does]." 4
On the one hand, the old systematics (rigid rules) functioned either
woodenly and mechanically-producing many foolish results--or erratically and trickily-with a pretense of simplicity which was false in fact.
On the other hand, abandonment of rules in favor of a content conscious
'method' of selecting the norm by which to decide the disputed issue resulted in a welter of frequently incoherent opinions and unhealthy judicial subjectivity."
This article demonstrates a way of accommodating rules with analysis so
that we can move "off one horn of the dilemma without becoming imrules
paled on the other."" Consequently, we need not choose between
7
and analysis despite the implication of the "principle question."
More than twenty-five years ago Currie said, "What American conflictof-laws theory needs most at this stage is [not a good five-cent cigar] but
a real joinder of issues by the proponents of the new methodologies."'
Amazingly, this statement is still true today, and this article is intended
3. The late Brainerd Currie is regarded as the father of interest analysis. He was the first
to propose that the choice between competing laws be made on the basis of an analysis of
the "interests" of the states involved. See infra text accompanying notes 19-24. See also
Posnak, Choice of Law: Interest Analysis and its New Crits, 36 AM. J. COMp. L. 681, 683-89,
701, 702.
4. Reese, Choice of Law: Rules or Approach, 57 CORNELL L. REv. 315, 315 (1972); see
also Kay, Testing the Modern Critics Against Moffatt Hancock's Choice of Law Theories,
73 CALIF. L. REv. 525, 526-27 (1985).
5. W. REESE & M. ROSENaEG, CONFLICT oF LAWS 511 (8th ed. 1984); see also DE BOER,
BEYOND LEX Loci DELICTI 400-83 (1987).
6. W. REESE & M. ROSENBERG, supra note 5, at 511. Although I had substantially completed this Article by the time I read his article, it is as if I have accepted the invitation in
Easley, An Examination of Choice of Law Theory and Practice in the Kansas Supreme
Court: A Historical Perspective on Rules and Reasons, 27 WASHBURN LJ. 407, 415-34
(1988).
7. Although the RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAWS (1971) combines rules
with analysis, its particular mix does not contain "the right stuff." See infra text accompanying notes 103-55 & 220-37; see also Seidelson, Interest Analysis or the Restatement Second of Conflicts: Which is the Preferable Approach to Resolving Choice of Law Problems?,
27 DuQ. L. REv. 73 (1988).
8. Currie, The Disinterested Third State, 28 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 754, 755 (1963).
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to fill this void. Currie went on to say, "One who presumes to offer a new
technology in circumstances such as these should feel an obligation to
evaluate carefully the efforts of others to the same end, and to work as

harmoniously as possible toward a definition of differences, a reduction of
misunderstanding, and the widest possible concensus."' That has been
the author's guiding star.
II.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

For several generations all courts in the United States purported to follow the rigid, jurisdiction-selecting rules'0 of the First Restatement. 1
Under that approach, a connecting factor is designated for each area of
substantive law,' 2 and the court determines which of those areas the case

"sounded in."' Next the court locates the state where the predetermined
connecting factor is found. 14 Finally, the forum applies the laws of that
state to all the substantive issues in the case. For example, the First Restatement designates the place of injury as the crucial connecting factor

for cases sounding in tort.'s So, if the court "hears a tort," it locates the
state where the injury occurred and then applies the substantive laws of
that state.
Commentators have consistently criticized this approach." The early

9. Id.
10. A jurisdiction-selecting rule, a term that Professor Carvers coined, is one that selects
the law to apply without regard to its content or the content of any competing law. Cavers,
A Critique of the Choice of Law Problem, 47 HARv. L. Rav. 173, 173 (1933). A governmental
entity is chosen and its law incidentally follows. A rigid or mechanical jurisdiction-selecting
rule is one that, at least facially, unalterably leads to the law to be applied. One should
distinguish it from a jurisdiction-selecting rule that merely raises a rebuttable presumption
of the law to be applied.
11. RESTATEMENT OF CONFLICT OF LAWS (1934). I said "purported" because often courts
used "escape devices" to avoid the law that the First Restatement's rigid rule seemed to
require. See generally R. LEFLAR, THE LAW OF CONFLICT OF LAWS 93-98 (1959).
12. The forum always applies its own law to the procedural issues. Distinguishing substantive from procedural issues frequently presented a nice question and provided an "escape hatch." See, e.g., Grant v. McAuliffe, 41 Cal. 2d 859, 264 P.2d 944 (1953).
13. As one might guess this produced much controversy. See, e.g., Levy v. Daniels' UDrive Auto Renting Co., 108 Conn. 333, 143 A. 163 (1928).
14. This also frequently was subject to controversy. See, e.g., Milliken v. Pratt, 125
Mass. 374 (1878).
15. RESTATEMENT OF CONFLICT OF LAWS § 378 (1934).
16. Scholars even criticized it before its adoption. See Cook, The Logical and Legal Bases of the Conflict of Laws, 33 YALE L.J. 457 (1924); Lorenzen, Territoriality,Public Policy
and the Conflict of Laws, 33 YALE L.J. 736 (1924); Yntema, The Hornbook Method and the
Conflict of Laws, 37 YALE L.J. 468 (1928). For the writer's arguments for rejecting all such
rigid jurisdiction-selecting rules, see Posnak, supra note 3, at 714.
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criticism, however, despite uncovering the defects 7 that eventually led to
its fall from grace,18 did not uproot the Restatement because the critics
failed to offer any alternative. It was not until the late 1950's that: "The

revolution in choice of law was inaugurated, and indeed accomplished,
largely by the writing of one man, the late Brainerd Currie, in a feat without parallel in the history of the common law." 1 Also perhaps "without
parallel" is the durability of the controversy Professor Currie engendered.2 0 Although Professor Currie died in 1965, and though most of his
work was completed by the late 1950's, his theories remain at the center
of debate among conflict scholars."1
Professor Currie built upon the works of Cook, Cavers, Lorenzen and
others to demonstrate the bankruptcy of the First Restatement, and he
took it one step further to its logical conclusion. Currie and his precursors
argued that it is inherently unsound to choose between competing laws
without reference to the content of those laws, as the First Restatement

17. See Cavers, supra note 10; Cook, supra note 16.
18. See R. WEINTRAUB, Commentary on the Conflict of Laws 315-23 (3d ed. 1986). The
phrase "fall from grace" is used quasi-literally. Some true believers seemed to consider it
sacrilegious to choose the law in any way other than the vested rights approach of the Restatement (First). See, e.g., 3 BEALE, A TREATISE ON THE CONFLICT OF LAWS 1969 (1935).
19. Hill, The Judicial Function in Choice of Law, 85 COLUM. L. REV. 1585, 1587-88
(1985) [hereinafter Hill, The Judicial Function). Before concluding that Professor Hill was
engaging in hyperbole, one should note that he was Professor Currie's "original" critic. See
Hill, Governmental Interest and the Conflict of Laws--A Reply to Professor Currie, 27 U.
Cm. L. REV. 463 (1960) [hereinafter Hill, Governmental). Presumably Professor Hill means
that Professor Currie had more influence on conflicts law than any commentator, if not
person, has had on any area of the common law. I concur. Not only did he cause well over
half the courts in the United States to reject the old learning, see R. WEINTRAUB, supra note
18, at 318, he caused a dramatic change in the jargon and even the way the problem was
perceived. See infra text accompanying notes 21-26; see also Posnak, supra note 3, at 68489 & 701-02.
20. Perhaps, however, Beale's work matches Currie's in this regard, if not many others.
Some fifty years after the First Restatement's debut it is still being debated. Although almost all would agree that most of its specific, broad, rigid, jurisdiction-selecting rules are
not desirable, some still advocate its basic approach of selecting laws by using rigid,jurisdiction-selecting rules. See Posnak, supra note 3, at 718. Moreover, some states still profess to
adhere to it. See R. WEINTRAUB, supra note 18, at 323.
21. See, e.g., de Boer, supra note 5, at 189-372; Juenger, Governmental Interest-Real
and Spurious-in Multistate Disputes, 21 U.C. DAvIS L. REV. 515, 528-33 (1988); Easley,
supra note 6, at 415-34; Symposium on Interest Analysis in Conflict of Laws: An Inquiry
into Fundamentals with a Side Glance at Products Liability, 46 OHIO ST. L.J. 457 (1985);
Hill, The Judicial Function, supra note 19; Korn, The Choice of Law Revolution: A Critique, 83 COLUM. L. REV. 772 (1983); Symposium: Conflict of Laws Part I, 34 MERCER L.
REV. 471 (1983); Symposium: Conflict of Laws Part 11, 35 MERCER L. REV. 419 (1984). As
Professor Kay stated, "Whether local law policies should play a dominant or only a peripheral part in the solution of the choice of law problem is at the heart of the current academic
debate over choice of law theory." Kay, supra note 4, at 526.
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did, and they illustrated the ludicrous, irrational, anomalous and nonsensical results to which such an approach often led. But Currie, unlike his
precursors, did not stop there. He formulated an approach to choice of
law designed to accommodate this criticism. Although there is more to it,
the crux of Currie's approach, based on sociological jurisprudence, is that
in choosing between competing laws from different governments, courts
should take into account the policies behind those laws and the facts of
the case. And if the policy of only one competing law would be advanced,22 that is the law the court should apply.2 3 Although Currie experienced some contemporary criticism,2 at least his central thesis that the
policies of the competing laws should be relevant was rapidly accepted by
the vast majority of conflict scholars 25 and most courts."
The next and final choice of law development of similar magnitude was
22. When, and only when, a policy of a state's competing law would be furthered by
applying it to the facts of the case, will the state have a "specific interest." The focus is
upon the facts of the case and the policies of the law competing for application, not whether
the state cares about the outcome or the intent of the lawmaker. See Posnak, supra note 3,
at 684-89. This should be distinguished from policies of laws not competing for application
or just free-floating, socio-economic policies. Only if a policy of the state's competing law
will be advanced should that state be found to have a specific interest. Even if a policy of
some other law and a free-floating policy of that state would be advanced by applying that
state's competing law does not mean that state has a specific interest. A state has what I call
a general interest if one of its policies not emanating from its competing law would be advanced by the application of one of the competing laws. See Posnak, supra note 1, at 73334. A true conflict is when at least two states have specific interests. A false conflict is when
only one state has a specific interest. An unprovided for issue is when no state has a specific
interest.
23. B. CURRIE, SELECTED ESSAYS ON THE CONFLICT OF LAWS 107 (1963). Although some
might argue that Currie's initial presumption that forum laws apply, carrying out the
desires of the states or the intentions of the lawmakers, or his forum preference approach to
resolve true conflicts and unprovided for issues was the crux of his theory, I believe it was
his implicit requirement that the type of conflict be identified (as true, false or unprovided
for) and his resolution of false conflicts (if only one state has a specific interest its law
applies unless unconstitutional). As Professor Cavers succinctly put it, "the decisive factor
in Professor Currie's method is the finding that the application of a law is reasonable in
light of the circumstances of the case and the policies the law expresses." D. CAvFRs, THE
CHOICE OF LAW PROCESS 102 (1965). See generally Posnak, supra note 3, at 684-89 & 70102.
24. See, e.g., von Mehren, Book Review, 17 J. LEGAL EDUC. 91 (1964) (reviewing B. CURRIE, SELECTED ESSAYS ON THE CONFLICT OF LAWS (1963)); Hill, Governmental, supra note 19.
Most of this early criticism was directed at Currie's forum preference solution to true
conflicts.
25. See Hill, The Judicial Function, supra note 19, at 1597-98.
26. Id. at 1599. A majority of commentators and courts also probably agree that if the
policy of only one law would he furthered, it ought to apply. See D. CAVERS, supra note 23,
at 89-92; von Mehren, supra note 24, at 92; infra notes 34 & 61; text accompanying infra
notes 79-91.
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the creation of the Restatement (Second). 7 Oversimplifying, generally, it
combines jurisdiction-selecting rules similar to those of the First Restatement with interest analysis, but not limited to Currie's brand of interest
analysis."'

III.

THE RECOMMENDED APPROACH

The burden of pleading the choice of law issue is on the party who
wishes to displace forum law.2 ' Thus, forum law will apply to an issue

unless a party seasonably objects or the trial court questions its application; the latter should occur only rarely.30 If a party seasonably raises the
choice of law issue, the court should identify the conflict in Currie terms:
false conflict,31 true conflict,3 2 or unprovided for.3 3 If a false conflict is
RESTATEMENT (SEcoND) OF CONFLICT OF LAWS (1971).
28. For a detailed description of the Restatement (Second), see Reese, The Second Restatement of Conflict of Laws Revisited, 34 MERCER L. REV. 501 (1983). See also infra text
accompanying notes 105-58.

27.

29.

This coincides with RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAWS

§

136 comment h

(1971). The recommended approach also places the burdens of production and persuasion
concerning the type of conflict (true, false or unprovided for) on this party. See infra note
45 and accompanying text.
30. See Posnak, supra note 1, at 769 n.202.
31. This includes both obvious false conflicts and those not so obvious, see R. WEINTRAUB, supra note 18, at 283.
32. Bernkrandt v. Fowler, 55 Cal. 2d 588, 360 P.2d 906 (1961); People v. One 1953 Ford
Victoria, 48 Cal. 2d 595, 311 P.2d 480 (1957); and perhaps Romero v. International Terminal
Operating Co., 358 U.S. 354 (1959) are examples of cases when the court, in effect, initially
identified the conflict as an apparent true one but subsequently concluded that it was false.
These cases arguably may be explained as Professor von Mehren suggests. The forum upon
reconsideration was found not to have a specific interest because if its law applied, its general policies, those not emanating from its competing law, (such as furthering the reasonable
expectations of the parties and promoting interstate order) would have been frustrated. von
Mehren, Recent Trends in Choice of Law Methodology, 60 CORNELL L. Rev. 927, 936-46
(1975). Although Currie eventually intended for some of the forum's general policies to be
part of the criteria of his re-examination step; see B. CURRIE, supra note 23, at 279, 368, 422,
604, 690; Currie, supra note 8, at 756-64; considering them at that time is not necessary
under the recommended approach because the general policies are the exclusive factors in
resolving true conflicts and unprovided for issues. See infra text accompanying notes 96-106
& 121-28. Consequently, under the recommended approach the "re-examination step" consists only of determining whether what arguably or conceivably could have been specific
interests really were. For example, the court in Milkovich v. Saari, 295 Minn. 155, 203
N.W.2d 408 (1973), attributed the policy of compensating medical creditors to a law that
permits a guest to recover from his host for ordinary negligence. Although this conceivably
could have been a policy of this law, barring some evidence that the lawmaker actually
intended it to be, upon reconsideration the author would conclude that it was not; and
hence that Minnesota did not possess a specific interest. See infra note 214. But see Weinberg, The Place of Trial and the Law Applied: Overhauling ConstitutionalTheory, 59 COL.
L. REv. 67, 78-80 (1988).
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identified, the approach further parallels Currie's analysis by requiring
the application of law of the only "interested" state."' If identified as a
true conflict or unprovided-for, I depart from Currie,' as well as my own
earlier position," and under the primary influence of Professor Cavers
and the Columbia School,3' 7 I would have the court determine (assuming
the issue was seasonably raised) whether there is an appropriate jurisdiction-selecting rule in the Restatement (Second) or elsewhere. If so, the
court should apply such rule to raise a rebuttable presumption of the applicable law. 3 8 If no suitable rule is found, however, the court should select the law by using Leflar's choice-influencing factors3" with certain additions and modifications.40 If, on the other hand, a suitable rule is found
and a presumption is raised, that law should apply unless the opposing

33. Currie identified this phenomenon and coined the phrase. B. CURRIE, supra note 23,
at 152. It means an issue on which no state has a specific interest, i.e., a policy of no state's
competing law could be advanced.
Although some might argue that Currie would stop and apply forum law immediately
after concluding that the forum had a specific interest, I disagree. Even under his forum
preference approach, if the forum had only a de minimis or conjectural specific interest,
Currie would apply foreign law if the foreign state had an actual specific interest, see Currie,
supra note 8, at 757. Consequently, Currie would not stop after initially finding that the
forum had an arguable specific interest.
34. See supra note 22. According to Professor Cavers, he, along with Professors Baxter,
von Mehren, Trautman, Hancock, Weintraub, Freund, Morris, and Ehrenzweig would resolve false conflicts as Currie would. D. CAvERs, supra note 23, at 89-92. Not only do I agree,
like the dissenters in Allstate Ins. Co v. Hague, 449 U.S. 302 (1981), I would constitutionally
require such a result. See Posnak, supra note 1, at 745, 760; see also Weinberg, Choice of
Law and Minimal Scrutiny, 49 U. CHI. L. REv. 440 (1982); Shreve, Interest Analysis as
ConstitutionalLaw, 48 OHIO ST. L.J. 51 (1987). But see infra text accompanying notes 5166.
35. At least arguably, Currie would apply forum law to the unprovided for issue and to
the true conflict if the forum was one of the specifically interested states. See R. CRAMTON,
D. CURRIE & H. KAY, CONFLICT OF LAWs 216-17 (3d ed. 1981). But see infra notes 74-81 and
accompanying text.
36. I had advocated applying Leflar's five choice-influencing considerations at that
point. See Posnak, supra note 1, at 777-83.
37. Columbia Professors Hill, Reese, Rosenberg, and Korn are among the most influential and persuasive of those commentators who assert that a "pure" interest analysis approach to choice of law (one that rejects all jurisdiction-selecting rules for all purposes) is
undesirable and that jurisdiction-selecting rules should be included.
38. Although the Columbia school is largely responsible for the inclusion of jurisdictionselecting rules in my approach, there is a fundamental difference between us. The Columbia
School advocates the use of rules to raise presumptions in the hope that over time the presumption-raising rules will evolve into rigid-mechanical ones. See infra note 109 and accompanying text. The recommended approach, however, clearly and proudly rejects even the
quest for rigid rules; it includes rules only to allocate the burden of proof. See infra text
accompanying notes 82-87; see also Posnak, supra note 3, at 714-18.
39. See infra note 94.
40. See infra note 95.
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party carries the burden of proving, in terms of the modified and addedto Leflar choice-influencing factors, that some other law should apply."'
IV.

RATIONALE FOR EACH STEP

In order to reach the more desirable result and to avoid wasting time
and resources, the forum ordinarily should apply its own law to an issue if
no party objects.42 This pleading allocation is consistent with the general
one: the party seeking to benefit from a new matter or from something
out of the ordinary must seasonably raise it. Although in this country
there now seems to be little disagreement on this point,'3 some die-hard,
vested rights territorialists might advocate that the forum apply some
foreign law because some event occurred there even though no party objected to forum law."
After a seasonable challenge to forum law, the conflict should be identified in Currie terminology; requiring a determination of the states, if any,
that possess specific interests.45 As Currie explained, "My insistence is
that the question of domestic [and foreign] policy and interest should be
decided first. .

.

.The traditional system starts at the wrong end, with a

rule of thumb that denies the relevance of inquiry into specific interests.' " Analyzing the interests and determining the type of conflict is obviously necessary for those who advocate Currie's solution to false conflicts-apply the law of the only "interested" state. It is also worthwhile,
but not as obviously, to those who, like Leflar and Restatement (Second)
adherents, recognize the relevance of specific interests but advocate that
other factors should sometimes overcome the fact that only one state has
an interest."7 Even those following such an approach should be aware of
how their choice of law would affect the policies of the competing laws.
Such knowledge is necessary to make a properly informed, intelligent decision of the law the court is to apply."
41. For a slightly different description of the recommended approach, see infra text accompanying notes 223-24.
42. See Posnak, supra note 1, at 769 n.202.
43. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAWS § 136 comment h (1971).
44. See, e.g., Korn, supra note 19, at 800. In addition the First Restatement does not
contain an initial forum preference, see Walton v. Arabian Am. Oil Co., 233 F.2d 541 (2d
Cir. 1956); see also de Boer, supra note 5, at 174-86, contrasting the European practice.
45. The burden of proving the type of conflict is on the party opposing forum law.
46. B. CURRIE, supra note 23, at 617.
47. See R. LEFLAR, AMERICAN CONFLICTS LAW 210-11 (3d ed. 1977); RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAWS § 6 (1971); Posnak, supra note 1, at 778 n.243; infra text accompanying notes 112-14.
48. Presumably if one decided to apply the law of a state, realizing that another state
had the only specific interest, the analysis would require more than if that state had one of
the two specific interests or if no state had a specific interest.
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Not only should the court identify the type of conflict, this should be
done before determining whether a rule raising a presumption applies;
otherwise,'4 there is a greater chance that the interests, and therefore rationality, in terms of the policies of the competing laws and the facts of
the case, will get "lost in the sauce."' 0 The party opposing the presumption might not realize she could overcome the presumption by proving
that the other state had the only specific interest. If the identification
step was made prior to the search for the rule raising the presumption,
however, it should be obvious to even inexperienced counsel that he
should consider the effect on the policies of the competing laws. Identifying the type of conflict prior to searching for a presumption-raising rule
improves the chance of exposing the type of conflict, and that improves
the likelihood of a desirable result.
V. THE ONLY RIGID "RULE"
If the forum concludes the conflict is false, it should, Constitution permitting, apply the law of the state with the only specific interest."1
Phrased another way, if the policy of only one competing law would be
affected, the forum must apply it, unless it would be unconstitutional. It
should be noted, however, that when it is the forum that is found to have
the only specific interest, the forum remains free to apply the foreign law
if it "abrogate[s] the [competing] law [of the forum] for domestic purposes as well.""2 Although applying the law of the only specifically interested state is more or less "old hat","s surprisingly few authorities have
written to criticize always doing so; therefore, few authorities have written to defend always doing so." But cases like Schultz v. Boy Scouts of
49. See infra text accompanying notes 171-72.
50. Obviously the danger is even greater if rather than delaying the identification step,
'the court omits it.

51. Only very rarely would the Constitution be an obstacle. See Allstate Ins. Co. v.
Hague, 449 U.S. 302 (1981); Posnak, supra note 1; Posnak, supra note 3, at 696-701.
52. B. CuRIE, supra note 23, at 106 n.49.
53. See supra notes 26 & 34. But see R. LEPLAR, L. McDOUGAL & R. FELiX, AMERICAN
CONFLICTS LAW 288-303 (4th ed. 1986).
54. But see Weinberg, supra note 32. Probably one reason for this dearth is that some
courts manipulated the interest analysis apparatus to avoid concluding that the state with
the "bad" law had the only specific interest. See de Boer, supra note 5, at 251, 252 & 48082. Perhaps the apparent obviousness of the proposition also contributed to this lack of
discussion. Sedler said applying the law of the only specifically interested state is the only
"functionally sound" thing to do, Sedler, Interest Analysis and Forum Preference in the

Conflict of Laws: A Response to the "New Critics", 34 MERCER L. RE . 593, 604; while
Currie said it was the "perfectly clear" thing to do, Currie, Married Women's Contracts: A
Study in Conflict-of-Laws Method, 25 U. CH. L. REV. 227, 252 (1958). Both Currie and
Sedler must have had "easy" false conflict cases like Babcock v. Jackson, 12 N.Y.2d 473, 191
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America, Inc.55 and Holzer v. Deutsche Reichsbahn-GeseUschaft,sswhen
the law indicated is a "drag on the coattails of society," reveal the crying
need for critically analyzing Currie's solution to all false conflicts. There
is also a great need for examining this principle in situations when the
forum's policies not emanating from its competing law (general policies
such as uniform results regardless of forum or promoting interstate order)
would be furthered by applying the law of the state lacking the specific
interest. 67 Why should the law of the only state with a specific interest
apply when either the law "stinks" or the general policies of the forum,
such as encouraging interstate order, clearly point to the other law, or
both? Moreover, how can it be that these same considerations (better law
and general policies) should be dispositive, at least usually, to true conflicts and unprovided for issues," yet irrelevant to false conflicts?s
Before arguing in favor of Currie's solution for all false conflicts, I conN.E.2d 279 (1963), in mind rather than those either like Bernkrant v. Fowler, 55 Cal. 2d
588, 360 P.2d 906 (1961), (when the conflict was not so clearly false; see R. WEiNrRAuB,
supra note 16, at 283); or Schultz v. Boy Scouts of Am., Inc., 65 N.Y.2d 189, 480 N.E.2d 679
(1985) (when either the "better law" or the general policies clearly pointed to the state
lacking the specific interest). In cases like Bernkrant and Schultz there is neither a "perfectly clear" nor only one "functionally sound" thing to do. See infra notes 55, 60 and accompanying text.
55. 65 N.Y.2d 189, 480 N.E.2d 679 (1985). Plaintiffs were residents of New Jersey where
their two children attended parochial school. A religious order incorporated in Ohio supplied the teachers. The school sponsored a Boy Scout troop that plaintiffs' children joined.
One of the boys' teachers served as a scoutmaster, and he took the troop on a trip to a New
York Boy Scout camp. While there, he sexually abused both of plaintiffs' children. The
abuse continued when they returned to New Jersey where one of plaintiffs' children committed suicide. Plaintiffs filed suit in New York against the religious order and the Boy
Scouts, a New Jersey corporation. The complaint alleged that both defendants were negligent in assigning the teacher-scoutmaster to a position of trust with young boys (they also
alleged that he had previously been dismissed from another Boy Scout camp for similar
improper conduct). Under New Jersey, but not New York or Ohio law, the defendant charities would be immune. The court held that New Jersey law applied. It is not clear whether
they did so because of Korn's common domicile rule, see Korn, supra note 21, at 800, or
because they found that it was a false conflict with New Jersey possessing the only specific
interest, see infra note 66.
56. 277 N.Y. 474, 14 N.E.2d 798 (1938). A German Jew sued in New York for damages
resulting from his discharge by his German employer. The employer relied on a German law
requiring the firing of non-Aryans. One could posit an exception that would cover this situation. If the law of the only interested government would have been unconstitutional if
promulgated by one of the United States, the forum should not apply it. This, however,
could lead to international problems beyond the scope of this article. In addition, such an
exception would not cure the problem in a case such as Boy Scouts.
57. But see Posnak, supra note 1, at 745-48, 753-60 & 776.
58. See infra text accompanying notes 71-79, 94-105 & 121-25.
59. According to some interest analysts, the general policies are taken into account in
determining whether a state has a specific interest, see supra note 32.
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cede there is no overwhelmingly persuasive argument, and reasonable
people may and do disagree."s The facile explanation for ignoring factors
in resolving false conflicts that the court should consider in resolving true
conflicts and unprovided for issues is that the policies of the competing
laws dictate the law to apply in false conflicts but not in true conflicts or
unprovided for issues. But to a certain extent that begs the question.
Why should so much weight be given to the policies of the competing
laws at the expense of all other reasonable goals, such as to apply a law
that makes sense in this day and age, to reach the same result as other
courts would reach, or to encourage interstate order and activity?
As David Currie said, "

. . .

it [interest analysis] has the virtue of rec-

ognizing that laws are adopted in order to accomplish social goals and
that they should be applied so as to carry out their purposes.""1 Consequently, when it is clear that the policy of only one of the competing laws
would be furthered if applied and thwarted if not applied," it should apply. The vast majority of laws are but means to an end; they are promulgated to further some policy or policies.63 When it is clear that a goal of
only one state's competing law is implicated, it would be anomalous not
to apply it, and rationality demands its application. Not only would it be
60. See, e.g., R. LEFLAR, L McDOUGAL & R. Fmwjxsupra note 53, at 288-303. Indeed, I
was tempted by the facts of Boy Scouts, among other things, to hedge and adopt either the
suggestion of my colleague Harold Lewis or my research assistant Ann McLean. Professor
Lewis suggests that the forum be permitted to apply the foreign law, without abrogating its
own for domestic purposes, despite the fact that the forum has the only specific interest.
Although there would be no comity problem, I concluded that the other reasons for requiring the law of the only specifically interested state were sufficiently persuasive; see infra
text accompanying notes 61-63. Ms. McLean suggests that instead of a rigid approach to
false conflicts, I adopt a flexible one similar to my approach to true conflicts and unprovided
for issues. She suggests that if the forum identifies a false conflict, a presumption be raised
pointing to the law of the only specifically interested state. This presumption being rebuttable under the same criteria and standards as a presumption raised in a true conflict; see
infra text accompanying notes 93-105. Although I was sorely tempted to adopt this suggestion in order to produce the flexibility necessary to avoid results like Holzer and Boy
Scouts, Currie's reasoning and the belief that hard facts should not be permitted to make
bad law persuaded me otherwise. See infra text accompanying notes 60-66.
61. Currie, Comments on Reich u. Purcell, 15 UCLA L. Rev. 595, 605 (1968).
62. Although frequently reasonable people will differ as to the policies of a particular law
or whether it is reasonable to conclude that a given policy will be advanced in light of a
particular set of facts, or both, see Rheinstein, How to Review a Festschrift,11 AM. J. CoMP.
L. 632 (1962); Rosenberg, Two Views on Kell v. Henderson: An Opinion for the New York
Court of Appeals, 67 COLUM. L. REv. 459 (1967); Reese, Chief Judge Fuld and Choice of
Law, 71 COLUM. L. REv. 548 (1971); notwithstanding de Boer, supra note 5, at 481-98, sometimes they should not. See, e.g., Babcock v. Jackson, 12 N:Y.2d 473, 191 N.E.2d 279 (1963);
Levy v. Daniels' U-Drive Auto Renting Co., 108 Conn. 333, 143 A. 163 (1928); Grant v.
McAuliffe, 41 Cal. 2d 859, 264 P.2d 944 (1953); Weintraub, supra note 18, at 283.
63. See R. SUMMERS, LON L. FULLER 16-32 (1984).
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irrational to apply the other law, it would unduly denigrate the sovereignty of the state with the only specific interest. " Although these comity
and rationality arguments are cogent, even when considered together they
did not convince me that there should be no exceptions to Currie's solution to false conflicts. After much brain-racking and "bugging" of my colleagues, I did what in retrospect seems so obvious: I went back to the
source.
(T]he approach (taking policies not emanating from the competing laws
into account) attributes to courts a freedom and competence that they
do not possess; for courts are committed to the administration of justice
under law and the constraint of that commitment is not lightly to be
thrown off simply because the law in question' may seem to the court oldfashioned, unwise, unjust, or misguided. [or because general policies of
the forum such as promoting uniformity would be furthered by applying
the other law, or both.]6
The primary obligation of a court is to resolve the issue(s) between the
parties in light of the competing laws on that issue. It is only proper for
the court to move on to other considerations if the laws do not provide a
clear answer. In a false conflict, unlike a true conflict or an unprovided for
issue, the competing laws provide a clear answer. Being a judge is not
license to right all wrongs or even to "do justice," but rather justice under
the laws; and not just any laws, but the laws vying for application on the
particular issue in controversy. If this were not the case, we would tend to
have a government, or at least a judicial system, of men rather than laws.
Decisions must be principled and there must be some effective control of
the trial court's discretion. The analogous situation in the wholly domestic context is instructive and provides further support for the conclusion
that false conflicts should always be resolved the Currie way. Not infrequently, one party to a wholly domestic case will assert that a certain law
of the forum should apply while his opponent asserts that a different forum law applies. When the course the court should take is not clear from
the wording of the competing laws, the policies of those laws become relevant. If a policy of only one would be furthered, the court should stop and
64. See Posnak, supra note 1, at 745-48, 753-60 & 776; Posnak, supra note 3, at 688, 689
& 702.
65. B. CURRIE, supra note 23, at 104-05. Although Currie made this statement, at least
primarily, to justify his forum preference solution to true conflicts and only possibly to justify his solution to false conflicts, it is persuasive to me in the latter but not the former

context. See infra text accompanying notes 68-81. Along the same lines Currie said, "The
court's responsibility is the judicial one of finding a rational and just result in the case

before it, not the political one of furthering some transcendant objective ... [such as] the
attainment of uniformity of result wherever the case happens to be brought." B.
supra note 23, at 596.

CURRIE,
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apply that law. It should not go on to evaluate the quality of the competing laws or try to determine whether other policies of the forum would be
affected."
VI.

FORUM PREFERENCE, "No;" PRESUMPTIONS, "SI"

Although Currie, like this writer," is adamantly against all rigid, jurisdiction-selecting rules, he advocated a different kind of rigidity: forum
law applies if the conflict is identified as unprovided for or a true conflict
and the forum has one of the specific interests." The recommended approach rejects this rigidity. Although attacking this forum preference rule
might seem to some like beating a dead horse,"9 there are still respectable
commentators, as well as judges, who favor it.7 0 In defense of the forum
66. This reasoning is also what leads me, unhappily, to say that my approach would
probably arrive at the same result as the court reached in Boy Scouts; see supra notes 55 &
60. If a New Jersey court had adjudicated the case and I had been the judge, however, I
would have looked into the feasibility of abrogating New Jersey's charitable immunity law
for domestic as well as mixed consumption. To a certain extent this would depend upon the
source of the law. If judge-made, abrogating would be easier than if the forum legislature
had enacted the law. See infra text accompanying notes 69-71. But I must admit, since the
case was adjudicated in New York, my approach would probably have saddled the court
(and plaintiffs) with New Jersey's charitable immunity law. Because of comity and rationality, the New York court should not refuse to apply another state's law, even if that law
"stinks" and the forum's general policies point away from it, if that state has the only specific interest. (New Jersey had a specific interest because a policy of its charitable immunity
law was to encourage "good works" and since both defendants engaged in significant charitable activities in New Jersey, it is reasonable to conclude that that policy would be furthered by applying that law. On the other hand, unlike the dissenter in Boy Scouts, (in the
absence of evidence to the contrary) I believe compensation was the only policy of New
York's competing law, and since neither plaintiffs nor their sons were significantly affiliated
with New York, I conclude that New York lacked a specific interest). Although this may
seem to leave something to be desired, it is just one of the costs we must bear for "our
federalism" and the pursuit of results rational in light of the policies of the competing laws
and the facts of the case.
67. See Posnak, New Crits, supra note 3, at 714-18. Although my solution to false conflicts is rigid, it is not jurisdiction-selecting as it does take the content of the competing laws
into account.
68. See Currie, Comments on Babcock v. Jackson, A Recent Development in Conflict of
Laws, 63 COLUM. L. REv. 1212, 1233 & 1241 (1963); B. CURIuE, supra note 23, at 152-53, 182.
69. The majority of courts and commentators, including most who favor some type of
interest analysis, have repudiated the forum preference solution to true conflicts and unprovided for issues. See M. HANCOCK, STUDIES IN MODERN CHOICE OF LAw: TORTS, INSURANCE,
LAND TITLES, 14-15, 34 (1984); D. CAVERS, supra note 23, at 22-23.
70. See, e.g., Foster v. Leggett, 484 S.W.2d 827 (Ky. 1972); Lilienthal v. Kaufman, 239
Or. 1, 395 P.2d 543 (1964); Erwin v. Thomas, 264 Or. 454, 506 P.2d 494 (1973); Currie, Book
Review, 52 U. CI. L. REV. 271 (1985) (reviewing M. HANCOCK, STUDIES IN MODERN CHOICEOF-LAw: TORTS, INSURANCE LAND TITLES (1984)); Sedler, The Governmental Interest Approach to Choice of Law: An Analysis and a Reformulation, 25 UCLA L. REv. 181, 227-33
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preference solution to true conflicts, David Currie says:
When rules are embodied in statutes, the question becomes
one of separation of powers. In all our states, the courts are expected to
follow the constitutional commands of their legislatures, not the less because some other legislature may have enunciated a contrary rule. This
seems obvious when the legislation is explicit. It is no less true when the
court concludes, by a process of interpretation, that a less-than-explicit
local statute applies to the case: the court must follow the legislative
command."
With respect, I disagree. If a court concludes that a policy of a forum
statute would be advanced, it is not the same as if the legislature had
anticipated the choice of law problem and provided for the statute's application to the particular interstate set of facts. Just because the court's
choice of its own law would advance the policy of that statute, it does not
follow that the legislature mandated its application in a conflicts case,
especially when to do so would frustrate the competing law policy of some
other state. Realistically, in the vast majority of instances, the legislature
had only domestic cases in mind. Consequently, a court is not necessarily
encroaching on the powers of its legislature if it decides not to apply a
local statute even though applying it would advance a policy of that statute. Of course, the separation of powers problem does not even exist if
the competing forum law is judge made.
Although critics have properly assailed forum preference, some critics
of interest analysis have failed to perceive that this type of forum preference is not a necessary part of interest analysis. 7 2 The Restatement (Second), Leflar and the recommended approach, for instance, use forms of
interest analysis without a forum preference solution to true conflicts and
unprovided for issues. Much of the criticism of the "new learning," although directed to the concept of interest analysis, seems to be merely an
objection to the forum preference solution to true conflicts and unprovided for issues."
The most objectionable feature of forum preference is its built-in disuniformity of result. If all courts adopt forum preference, the outcome of
some cases will necessarily depend upon which cdurt adjudicates. Moreover, the forum preference approach, ironically, has much in common
(1977); Sedler, supra note 54, at 595; Weinberg, On DepartingFrom Forum Law, 35 MERL. REv. 595 (1984).
71. Currie, Book Review, 52 U. CI. L. Rav. 271 (reviewing M. HANCOCK, supra note 69,
at 275-76).
72. An initial preference for forum law is necessary and desirable. See supra notes 44-44
and accompanying text.
CER

73. See, e.g., Korn, supra note 21, at 779-80. By "new learning" Professor Korn means
any approach to choice of law that focuses on the content or policies of the competing laws.
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with its arch rival: the rigid, jurisdiction-selecting rule approach." The
law of a state is going to apply even though the forum's general policies
might clearly point to a different law. Like rigid jurisdiction-selecting
rules, the forum preference rule ignores factors that even Currie recognized should be relevant in choosing between competing laws.' They
both concede undesirable results. One important difference, however, is
that Currie only intended his forum preference as an interim solution until false conflicts were properly resolved;7 whereas, the rigid rules of the

First Restatement, Judge Fuld,'s Professor Korn, and the Restatement
(Second)8 0 were apparently meant as final solutions.
Rejecting both rigid jurisdiction-selecting rules and the rigid forum
preference, the recommended approach at this juncture, after the court
has identified the conflict as true or unprovided for, requires either the
raising of a rebuttable presumption or a consideration of specified choiceinfluencing factors. In neither case is disuniformity built in; nor does the
recommended approach ignore the content of the competing laws or those
other factors that should be relevant."1 Finally, unlike forum preference
and rigid rules, the recommended approach does not concede any undesirable results.

74. This alone should have caused its proponents to reflect.
75. B. CuRRiE, supra note 23, at 187.
76. See Rosenberg, Comments on Reich v. Purcell, 15 UCLA L. REv. 551, 644 (1968);
Reese, supra note 4, at 322; B. CURRIE. supra note 23, at 187.
77. B. CuRm, supra note 23, at 177, 186-87; see also Posnak, supra note 1, at 777-78.
Even though Currie rejected the Restatement (Second), see Currie, Comments on Babcock
v. Jackson, 63 COL, L. REV. 1233, 1235-43 (1963), which combines analysis and flexible jurisdiction-selecting rules like the recommended approach, he might have approved the latter
because of the significant differences between the two, especially in their treatment of false
conflicts. See infra text accompanying notes 105-58.
78. See Neumeier v. Kuehner, 31 N.Y.2d 121, 286 N.E.2d 454 (1972). At least one of the
three rules proposed by Judge Fuld is rigid, and all three apparently were proposed as final
solutions.
79. See Korn, supra note 21, at 800.
80. Although the general approach of the Restatement (Second) is to use presumptions,
there are "exceptions." Apparently, rigid jurisdiction-selecting rules apply in these exceptional situations. See Reese, Discussion of Major Areas of Choice of Law, Hague Academy,
111 RECUFIL DES CouRs 315, 360 if. (1964-I); Reese, The Present State of Choice of Law in
the United States, in INTERNATIONAL LAW ASSOCIATION 1873-1973, THE PRESENT STATE OF
INTERNATIONAL LAW 361 (M. Bos. ed. 1973).
81. It does not, however, consider which state has the stronger or paramount specific
interest or which interest would be more impaired. See infra text accompanying notes 12127 & 219-22.
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VII. "AD HOC" V.PRESUMPTION-RAISING RULES: How I FOUND
HAPPINESS AND LEARNED TO LOVE (OR AT LEAST ADVOCATE)
JURISDICTION-SELECTING RULES (To RAISE PRESUMPTIONS)

In an earlier work, I advocated use of Professor Leflar's choice-influencing factors immediately after the court identified the conflict as true or
unprovided for.s 2 Now I believe in some cases the court should at least
postpone that step. If a party persuades the court that there is an applicable jurisdiction- selecting rule in the Restatement (Second) or elsewhere, the court should apply the rule to raise a presumption of the law
to apply.85 There will still, however, be cases when the court will apply no
jurisdiction-selecting rule. Jurisdiction-selecting rules do not apply to any
false conflicts or to those true conflicts and unprovided for issues for
which the court finds no applicable rule."
My earlier approach, like Leflar's, does not allocate the burden of production or persuasion in true conflicts or unprovided for issues.8s That is
the sole office my jurisdiction-selecting rules serve; they merely allocate
the burden of proof."6 Placing the burden of production and persuasion
on the party disfavored by the presumption is proper because he is seeking to establish the extraordinary. Consequently, placing the burden on
him conserves judicial resources and is likely to lead to correct results.
82. Posnak, supra note 1, at 777-83.
83. Even the rules of the Restatement (Second) that were meant to be rigid, like the
situs rule for issues involving real property would, at most, only raise presumptions.
84. Even though I agree with Professor Hill that European choice of law rules should not
be rejected out of hand, see infra notes 172 & 184 and accompanying text, I caution our
judges to be circumspect when considering whether one should be transplanted even as
merely a presumption-raising rule. A choice of law rule intended to produce desirable results
in a controversy with multi-country elements may leave much to be desired when applied to
a controversy with multi-state elements. For instance, the rule that the forum must apply
the law of the situs state in cases involving real property probably evolved in order to prevent hollow judgments. But in a conflict involving the laws of two of the United States, the
full faith and credit clause should make it a whole new ball game. See R. WEINTRAUB, supra
note 18, at 412-60. Although the Restatement (Second)'s jurisdiction-selecting rules should
raise a presumption whenever applicable according to their own terms, rules from other
sources should only raise a presumption if the proponent persuades the court that the rule
is likely to produce a desirable result (in terms of Leflar's modified considerations, see infra
notes 94 & 95) in more than half the cases to which it applies.
85. See Posnak, supra note 1, at 777-83; R. LEFLAR, L. McDoUGAL & R. FELIX, supra note
53, at 290-303. The Restatement (Second) contains a similar defect. Once a presumption is
raised, neither the burden of production nor persuasion with regard to the § 6 factors is
clearly allocated. Consequently we don't know whether the court should consider the § 6
factors sua sponte or simply apply the presumptive law if neither party attempts to make a
§ 6 showing. More uncertainty arises if consideration of the § 6 factors is not dispositive;
does the court apply the presumptive law, the forum law or something else?
86. See supra note 38.
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Furthermore, postponing consideration of Leflar's factors might result in
not having to consider them. The party disfavored by the presumption

might see so clearly the futility of trying to overcome it, he might not try.
On the other hand, if he thought his opponent had the burden of proof,
or the allocation was not clear, he might decide to litigate Leflar's factors.
Because it should take less time, energy, and resources to decide whether
a presumption-raising rule should apply than to decide which way Le-

flar's factors point, the recommended approach simplifies the judicial
task. Raising a presumption also has an advantage in the "stalemate" sit-

uation. Even Professor Leflar concedes that consideration of his factors
will not always be dispositive.87 In such cases, the party disfavored by the
presumption should lose, rather than merely falling back on forum law' s
or any other alternative.

The presumptive approach provides the courts with more structure
than Leflar's approach or my original proposal-an easier starting place
for resolving true conflicts and unprovided for issues. A pleasant side ef-

fect of presumption-raising rules may be to reduce the futile quest for
rigid rules.'

Finally, presumptive rules should place more constraints upon judges than ad hoc approaches, such as Currie's, Leflar's, or
64good"

my original proposal. These added constraints should result in more certainty, predictability, and uniformity of result.
Some interest analysts might very well object, as they did to the Restatement (Second), to the use of rules even to raise rebuttable presumptions.' 0 They might contend that overworked judges and practitioners,
inexperienced with choice of law problems, are likely to treat the presumption-raising rules as rigid rules. "1 I think the courts can largely avoid

87. R. LEFLAR, L. McDOUGAL & R. FELIX, supra note 53, at 300.
88. Forum law should apply, however, if the choice of law issue is not raised, see supra
text accompanying notes 41-44, or if no suitable presumption-raising rule is found and Professor Leflar's choice-influencing considerations, as modified, are not dispositive. In other
words, forum law should apply qua forum if, but only if, there is no good reason for it not
to.
89. See Posnak, supra note 3, at 714-18.
90. D. CAVERS, RE-RESTATING THE CONFLICT OF LAWS: THE CHAPTER ON CONTRACTS, IN
XXTH CENTURY COMPARATIVE AND CONFLICTS LAW 349 (1961); Weintraub, The Contracts
Proposals of the Second Restatement of Conflicts of Laws: A Critique,46 IOWA L. REv. 713
(1961); Ehrenzweig, The Second Conflicts Restatement: A Last Appeal for Its Withdrawal,
113 U. PA. L. REv. 1230 (1965); Sedler, The Contracts Provisionsof the Restatement (Second): An Analysis and a Critique, 72 COLUM. L. Rzv. 279 (1972); R. WEINTRAUB, COMMENTARY ON THE CONFLICT OF LAWS 364 (2d ed. 1980).
91. Currie's position on the use of jurisdiction-selecting rules to raise presumptions is
not entirely clear. Currie disapproved of the Restatement (Second), but he seemed to leave
room for the proper use of appropriate presumption-raising rules at least in the future:
for the time being at least, new efforts to find short cuts and syntheses should be
sternly discouraged. We are beginning to recover from a long siege of intoxication
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this danger by making it crystal clear (which the Restatement (Second)
failed to do) that these choice of law indicators" raise only rebuttable
presumptions of the law to apply. Phrased another way, clearly the rules,
at most, will allocate the burden of proof and will not even do that for
conflicts that the court identified as false. The inclusion of jurisdictionselecting rules with interest analysis is intended to combine the best of
both worlds, the flexibility of an "ad hoc" approach that is necessary for
correct results in individual cases, and more of the certainty, predictabil93
ity, and uniformity that a rigid rule approach is designed to bring about.
VIII.

REBUTTING THE PRESUMPTION

If forum law has been challenged, the conflict has been identified as
true or unprovided for, and the court has applied a rule to raise a presumption, the disfavored party may rebut by persuading the court that
Leflar's choice-influencing considerations, 4 as added to and modified,' 5
resulting from overindulgence in generalities; for a while, at least, total abstinence
should be enforced. When we have regained our health, or our senses, it is conceivable that we may be able to attempt a limited synthesis without excessive danger
of relapse. I venture on such speculation with the utmost fear of jeopardizing the
process of recovery; but my position regarding the feasibility and utility of choiceof-law rules is a drastic one, and I suppose whatever concessions can be made
should be stated.
Currie, Comments on Babcock v. Jackson, 63 COLUM. L. REv. 1233, 1241 (1963) (emphasis
added).
Professor Currie seems to be saying that once interest analysis is firmly established and
false conflicts properly disposed of, he would tolerate, if not advocate, the use of perhaps
even rigid rules to dispose of true conflicts and unprovided for issues; a fortiori, he could
tolerate rules that merely raise presumptions. The question remaining is whether in the
intervening years Currie's conditions have been satisfied.
92. I would avoid even calling them "rules" in an attempt to avoid wooden application.
93. See Reese, Substantive Policies and Choice of Law, 2 ToUro L. REV. 1, 1-2 (1986);
Easley, supra note 26, at 429-34. See infra text accompanying notes 106-58 for other differences between the recommended approach and the Second Restatement.
94. Leflar's choice-influencing considerations are predictability of results, maintenance
of interstate and international order, simplification of the judicial task, advancement of the
forum's governmental interests, and application of the better rule of law. See Leflar, Conflicts Law: More on Choice-Influencing Considerations, 54 CALIF. L. Rzv. 1584, 1585-88
(1966).
95. The courts should only use the better-law consideration as a last resort or a tiebreaker, see infra text accompanying notes 138-49. The courts should not compare the specific interests of the states to determine which is paramount, as Professor Leflar's "Maintenance of Interstate Order" factor, id., might be interpreted. See Leflar, supra note 94, at
1586-88; infra text accompanying notes 121-26. Finally, avoiding unnecessary discrimination
(conflicts justice) should be added as a choice-influencing consideration. Discrimination, in
choice of law, occurs when courts apply different laws to similarly situated people; see
Tooker v. Lopez, 24 N.Y.2d 569, 592-97, 249 N.E.2d 394, 408-12 (1969) (Breitel, J., dissent-
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point to a different law." The rebuttal is permitted, invited actually, to
avoid undesirable results.17 Although applying the presumptive law caning). The discrimination is unnecessary when treating similarly situated people the same, by
applying the same law, would not be irrational in terms of the policies of the competing laws
and the facts of the case. (It would only be irrational if it were a false conflict and a state
other than the state whose law is applied to the someone similarly situated possesses the
only specific interest.) Consequently avoiding discrimination by applying the same law to
similarly situated people should be a choice-influencing consideration at least in all true
conflicts and unprovided-for issues, because applying either of the competing laws in the
former or any law in the latter cannot be so irrational; see infra note 97. Tooker provides a
good vehicle to illustrate this choice-influencing consideration. Three Michigan coeds were
involved in a one car accident on a trip to begin and end there. The driver of the car, her
father, the owner, as well as one of the passengers were from New York where the car was
insured and registered, but the other passenger was from Michigan. Michigan had a guest
statute; New York did not. The New York passenger sued, and and the court applied New
York law. If the Michigan passenger sues, the forum, wherever it is, should, in deciding what
law to apply, consider the fact that someone who had been involved in the very same accident (similarly situated) had the pro-plaintiff law applied. This is so because this is not a
false conflict with Michigan possessing the only interest. The policy of Michigan's guest
statute was probably to hold down insurance premiums, and any recovery in this case is not
likely to affect the premiums paid in Michigan. See Weintraub, The Conflict of Laws Rejoins the Mainstream of Legal Reasoning (Book Review); 65 TExAs L. Rav. 215, 228-29
(1986). Consequently no policy of this Michigan law would be furthered by applying it to
these facts nor will any such policy be frustrated by applying the New York law. Treating
this Michigan plaintiff the same as her co-passenger (by applying New York law) is not
irrational because it would not frustrate Michigan's specific interest while not furthering the
specific interest of another state. (Actually this case is unprovided-for: neither Michigan nor
New York possesses a specific interest.) Not only should avoiding discrimination be one of
the relevant factors in deciding the law to apply to Ms. Silk's claim, it should probably be
dispositive because none of the other choice-influencing considerations seems to point to
Michigan's law. There is no reason for denying the New York law to Ms. Silk, but there is a
good reason for applying it: others similarly situated have had (or will have) New York law
applied. See generally Posnak, supra note 3, at 723-26. Indeed, arguably the constitution
should require such a result. See B. CURRE, supra note 23, at 490-511; see generally Gergen,
Equality and the Conflict of Laws, 73 IowA L. Rav. 893 (1988).
96. Leflar's factors are a synthesis of the choice-influencing considerations identified by
Professors Cheatham and Reese as those that courts had traditionally relied upon in choosing between competing laws. See Cheatham & Reese, Choice of The Applicable Law, 52
COLUM. L. Rav. 959 (1952). These same considerations served as the basis for the Restatement (Second)'s § 6 choice influencing factors. Consequently, except for the better law factor and avoiding unnecessary discrimination, there is not a great deal of difference among
the choice influencing factors of Professor Leflar, the Restatement Second and the recommended approach. But see infra text accompanying notes 103-06.
97. "Undesirable results" in this context (true conflict or unprovided for) does not mean
irrational in terms of the policies of the competing laws and the facts of the case. In a true
conflict it would be rational in terms of the policies behind the laws to apply either because
one's state competing law-policy will be advanced and another's thwarted no matter which
law is applied. Similarly in an unprovided-for situation it would be rational in terms of the
policies of the competing laws to apply the law of any state. No matter what law applies the
policy of no competing law will be furthered or frustrated. False conflicts, the reader may
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not be irrational in terms of policies of the competing laws, it can. still be
undesirable. For example, application of the presumptive law could discourage interstate commerce, otherwise disrupt the smooth workings of
the interstate system, frustrate reasonable expectations, complicate the
judicial task, unnecessarily discriminate, or all five. 5 Even though in the
majority of cases the presumption should point in the right direction,"
the disfavored party should still have the opportunity to show otherwise
because the cost of this opportunity in terms of simplicity, certainty, uniformity and predictability is more than offset by the avoidance of even
rarely occurring undesirable results.100 At some point, perhaps if a party
demonstrates that a certain jurisdiction-selecting rule would bring about
the proper result ninety-nine percent of the time, the cost of permitting
attempts to rebut would outweigh the benefits. I believe, however, such
rules are themselves so rare,101 or so narrow and incomprehensive, that
the cost of identifying them would not be worth the benefits of identifying them. There is a "Catch-22." To reach a sufficient number of desirable results would require either a very narrow rule that would not be
comprehensive enough to be worthwhile or a highly fact sensitive rule
that would actually be more similar to an approach than to a rule. I
would, however, limit the scope of the rebuttal more than to Professor
Hill's "any rational argument relevant to judicial law-making
. 102
Only Leflar's choice influencing considerations, as modified,103 and the
avoidance of unnecessary discrimination0 4 could overcome the presumprecall, do not even get this far under the recommended approach. See supra text accompanying notes 48-64.
98. For example, in Lilienthal v. Kaufman, 239 Or. 1, 395 P.2d 543 (1964) (California
creditor sued an Oregon spendthrift in Oregon on a transaction that occurred in California)
assume a presumption were used, apply law of spendthrift's domicile. The application of
Oregon's spendthrift-protecting law by the Oregon court could frustrate the plaintiff's reasonable expectations, discourage Californians from doing business with Oregonians and displease the California courts and legislature. See Posnak, supra note 1, at 759-60.
99. The Restatement (Second)'s rules and any other jurisdiction-selecting rule adopted
should point to the correct law in terms of Leflar's factors as modified more often than not.
See supra note 84.
100. "[Wlhen the existence of jurisdiction in a particular forum .
is unclear, the cost
of simplifying the litigation by avoiding the jurisdictional question may be the sacrifice of
'fair play and substantial justice.' That cost is too high." Shaffer v. Heitner, 433 U.S. 186,
211 (1977). That reasoning should apply "in spades" in this context. In Shaffer the issue
was judicial jurisdiction, which is less likely to affect the outcome than choice of law. See
Silberman, Shaffer v. Heitner: The End of an Era, 53 N.Y.U. L. REv. 33, 88 (1978); Posnak,
supra note 3, at 696-701; supra note 200.
101. For example, even the venerable situs rule would certainly not pass muster. See R.
WEINTRAUB, supra note 18, at 428-60. See generally Posnak, supra note 3, at 714-18.
102. Hill, The Judicial Function, supra note 19, at 1587.
103. See supra notes 94 & 95.
104. See supra note 95.
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tion. Although Professor Hill's more expansive approach has the potential
for more desirable results,105 its open-endedness would lead to more litigation, uncertainty, and unpredictability; these costs are not worth the
small number of additional desirable results they might produce.
IX.

RECOMMENDED APPROACH AND THE RESTATEMENT (SECOND)

Because the recommended approach combines jurisdiction-selecting
rules, including those contained in the Restatement (Second), and an interest analysis based on many of the same choice-influencing considerations as the Restatement (Second), some may perceive it as merely a restatement of the Restatement (Second). Not only, however, are there
significant differences, the recommended approach is clearly preferable
and should lead to greater acceptance of the marriage of rules and
analysis.
If the forum law is challenged, the Restatement (Second) initially requires the identification of the area of the law involved.'" The recommended approach eliminates or at least postpones this characterization
step. If the court identified the conflict as false, there would be no characterizing; and, even if not so identified, there would be no characterizing
until after the identification step which could negate the need to characterize.10 ' At best, characterization is a waste of time and resources. It does
not really advance the choice of law inquiry to know that the issue, case
or problem "smells" like a tort rather than a contract. Sometimes, moreover, it is impossible, on any principled basis, to determine whether an
issue belongs in one area of the law rather than another. This is so because the issue may be a hybrid, like vicarious liability, containing elements from two areas of law. In addition, when choice of law rules are
rigid, characterizing sometimes places judges in a quandry. They can employ characterization sincerely but arrive at a result that does not make
sense, or they can "fudge" on the characterization issue in order to reach
a sensible result. The recommended approach avoids placing judges in
such "no win" dilemmas by clearly (and proudly) rejecting all rigid jurisdiction-selecting rules, but the Restatement (Second) does not because it
105. Hill's approach permits the consideration of factors that neither Cheatham, Reese,
Leflar nor I anticipated but that ideally should be relevant to the choice of law.
106. Not only did the Restatement (Second) fail to reduce the occasions when characterizing is necessary, it sometimes requires even more detailed, finer characterizing than the
First Restatement. See, e.g., Wood Bros. Homes, Inc. v. Walker Adjustment Bureau, 118
Colo. 444, 601 P.2d 1369 (1979).
107. See supra note 84. The recommended approach requires characterization but only
indirectly by incorporating the Restatement (Second) jurisdiction-selecting rules that require characterization.
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includes some rigid rules 108
The inclusion of some rigid rules in the Restatement (Second) contributes to another difference. It is crystal clear that under the recommended
approach, if a jurisdiction-selecting rule applies, it merely raises a rebuttable presumption. On the other hand, it is not always clear whether a
Restatement (Second) rule is meant to raise a rebuttable presumption or
be conclusive. This ambiguity may have been due to the fact that the
primary contributors to the Restatement (Second) regarded rigid rules as
the ideal solution. 10 9 Whatever the cause of the ambiguity, there is ambiguity and at least a fear by some that judges will treat the Restatement
(Second)'s presumptive rules as if they were rigid.'10 The recommended
approach should substantially reduce, if not eliminate, such ambiguity
and apprehension. Another difference is that while the recommended approach establishes clearly what is necessary and sufficient to overcome
the presumptions, the Restatement (Second) does not because the section
6 choice-influencing factors are not meant to be exclusive."'
The most significant difference is that once a party raises the choice of
law issue, the recommended approach, but not the Restatement (Second),
requires the court to identify the type of conflict in Currie terminology.
Moreover, if identified as a false conflict, the recommended approach, but
not the Restatement (Second), requires application of the law of the only
specifically interested state. Because the Restatement (Second) does not
include either step, even courts using it correctly will reach results irrational in terms of the policies of the competing laws. Although the Restatement (Second) recognizes the relevance of furthering the policies of
the competing laws,"' it seemingly permits, and sometimes even seems to
encourage, a choice of law irrational in terms of those policies. This is one
of the most serious deficiencies in the Restatement (Second), and it may
lead to many undesirable results."2 Finally, and most essential, by failing
to identify the type of conflict, a Restatement (Second) court does not get
the full picture. Even if a court does not agree with the Currie solution to
all false conflicts, it should at least realize the consequences of its choice
of law decision in terms of rationality in light of the facts of the case and
108.

See supra note 80.

109. See, e.g., Rosenberg, supra note 76, at 644; Reese, supra note 4, at 315. Apparently
Professor Reese still considers rigid rules as the goal, but he does not see rigid rules in the
immediate future. See Reese, supra note 93, at 2.
110. See, e.g., R. WEINTRAUB, supra note 18, at 364.
111. See R. CRAMTON, D. CURRIE & H. KAY, CONFLICT OF LAWS 300 (4th ed. 1987). The
Restatement (Second) does not even make explicit that the section 6 factors should overcome the presumption raised by the jurisdiction selecting rule; perhaps it stuck in their craw
because of the drafters' grudging, half-hearted acceptance of a functional analysis.
112. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAW § 6(2)(b) & (c).
113. See supra text accompanying notes 59-66; see generally Seidelson, supra note 7.
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the policies of the competing laws.""
The recommended approach will save time and resources in a certain
group of cases. Whenever a court identifies a conflict as false,"" the
choice of law controversy ends under the recommended approach. Under
the Restatement (Second), however, a court apparently"' should consider
the choice-influencing factors of section 6 even in a false conflict. Since it
should take less time, money, and resources to identify the type of conflict than to consider the choice influencing factors of section 6, the recommended approach should be more efficient in disposing of false
conflicts.
Although both approaches share the "vice" of not specifying the relative importance of all the factors each makes relevant,"' the recommended approach clearly makes rationality in terms of the policies of the
competing laws a higher priority than all other goals. The recommended
approach requires the forum to identify the conflict and, if false, to apply
the law of the state with the only specific interest, even if that law is
"bad" and even if the forum's multistate policies and other general policies clearly point to the other state's law. Consequently, for those conflicts that the court identifies as false, the recommended approach should
not only simplify the judicial task, it should result in more certainty, predictability and uniformity of result."6 This is so because consideration of
the section 6 factors is not only time consuming, but also because reasonable people will sometimes differ as to the law to which the factors point.
Although reasonable people will also differ sometimes in identifying the
type of conflict,"' in my unsupported opinion, such disagreements should
not occur as frequently-as disagreements over the law to which the sec114. See supra text accompanying notes 46-48.
115. Some commentators assert that false conflicts are the most common; see, e.g., Currie, supra note 54, at 254; von Mehren, Book Review, 17 J. LEGAL ED. 91, 92 (1964) (reviewing B. CuRRm, SELEcreD EssAYs ON THE CoNLC'r oF LAws (1963)).
116. This uncertainty in the Restatement (Second) is in itself a drawback.
117. The recommended approach does assign less weight to the better law consideration
than to the other general policies it recognizes. See infra text accompanying notes 137-47.
118. Even though enhancement of certainty, predictability, and uniformity is more of a
fortuitous side effect of the pursuit of rationality than a sought-after goal, it is nonetheless
real.
119. See supra note 62; R. WEINTRAUB, supra note 18, at 283. Even though this type of
"characterization" is open to some of the same criticism directed at the traditional type of
characterization required under the Restatements (sometimes it will give trial judges the
flexibility to reach whatever result appeals to them) at least there is principled criteria to
resolve the question. More importantly, what one is trying to determine by the "characterizing" of the recommended approach (but not the Restatements') should be relevant to the
choice of law. That is to say, it logically advances the inquiry into the law that should apply
to know how the policies of those laws would be affected, but it does not advance the inquiry to know whether the case is a tort case or a contract case.
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tion 6 factors point.120

The approaches not only differ concerning false conflicts, they also differ on the resolution of true conflicts. While the Restatement (Second)
seems 121 to call for a comparison of the specific interests12 2 to determine

which is "weightier," "stronger" or "paramount,"'' 2 the recommended approach clearly prohibits such a comparison.12 4 It does so for much the
same reasons Professor Currie gave for rejecting the comparison. step.12 5
Consequently, the recommended approach relieves the court of having to
somehow quantify the respective specific interests and determine which is
paramount. Not only is that task onerous, frequently there will be much
room for disagreement. Hence, the recommended approach will avoid
much uncertainty, unpredictability, and lack of uniformity in results.
Furthermore, pursuant to the Restatement (Second), but not the recommended approach, the court may have to decide how much weight to give
the fact that one state has the stronger specific interest when the other
section 6 factors point to a different state's law.' 2 s This places another
120. See supra notes 54 & 62. One should note that the Restatement does not preclude
the "identification step." Indeed, one state that has adopted the Restatement (Second) requires the conflict to be identified in Currie terminology. See Silver v. Nelson, 610 F. Supp.
505 (E.D. La. 1985). Whether the Louisiana courts do this because they believe the Restatement requires it is unclear.
121. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAWS § 6(2)(b) directs the forum to consider the relevant policies of the forum. Presumably, but not clearly, this refers only to the
policies of the competing forum law because § 6(2)(a) and (d)-(g) involve the forum's general policies. See also id. § 6(2) comment (e).
122. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAWS § 6(2)(c) creates further uncertainty.
A relevant factor is "the relevant policies of other interested states and the relative interests
of those states in the determination of the particular issue." § 6(2)(c) (emphasis added).
Although literally this directs the forum to compare only the specific interests of states
other than the forum, § 6(2) comment (f) seems to call for the forum to compare its own
specific interest with the foreign state's specific interests.
123. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAWS § 6(2)(a)-(g). A very significant uncertainty of the Second Restatement is whether, if it is determined that one state has the
stronger specific interest, the forum should ipso facto apply its law, or, on the other hand,
whether it should go on to consider other § 6 factors.
124. The recommended approach does adopt Currie's step of reconsidering the initial
conclusion that the two states possess specific interests. It also goes along with Currie's
further recommendation that if upon such a reexamination it is found that one of the states
possesses only a de minimis, conjectural or ephemeral specific interest while the other possesses a real or significant one, the latter's law should apply. See Currie, supra note 8, at
757; see also supra note 32. This does not, however, require, or even permit, a weighing of
one specific interest against the other. The court reconsiders each state's apparent specific
interest separately, i.e., without reference to the other state's apparent interest. Only if the
court concludes that one state's interest is real or actual and the other's not, will this step
have any effect.
125. See B.CuRarE, supra note 23, at 177 & 182; see also Posnak, supra note 1, at 780.
126. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAWS § 6 (2)(a)-(g).
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onerous burden on the court; the Restatement (Second) offers absolutely
no guidance on this matter. Another way to describe this difference is
that the recommended approach clearly makes certain, specified general
policies of the forum (policies that do not emanate from the competing
laws) the only relevant factors in a true conflict.12 7 What is relevant under
the Restatement (Second) to resolve true conflicts is not only unclear, it
probably includes the kitchen sink, as well as the proverbial oranges and
apples.
Another very significant difference involves the treatment of the better
law choice-influencing factor. The recommended approach explicitly includes it among the relevant factors, 2 s while the Restatement (Second)
does not. Despite this difference and the fact that many commentators
adamantly contend that the Restatement (Second) neither should nor
does include a better law component,1 2 ' I believe the "better law" may
come in through its side door. 2 0 The Restatement (Second) calls for the
forum to apply the law that will carry out "the basic policies underlying
the particular field of law."1 1 Frequently, this consideration will point to
the better law. For example in torts (or at least in the personal injury
area of torts) court's might find complementary "basic policies" of compensation and spreading the risk.1 2 The competing law that furthers
those policies will often be considered "better." 1 33 "Basic policy" will fre127. This is also how the recommended approach resolves unprovided for issues. See
supra text accompanying notes 93-104.
128. See supra note 94.
129. See, e.g., Reese, Conflict of Laws and the Restatement Second, 28 LAW & CONTEMP.
PROB. 679 (1963).
130. In light of experience with the First Restatement, see, e.g., Kilberg v. Northeast
Airlines, Inc., 9 N.Y.2d 34, 172 N.E.2d 526 (1961), there is no doubt that "better law" will
come in through the back door; some Restatement (Second) judges will be influenced by the
relative quality of the competing laws even if the law clearly prohibited it; see also infra
note 131. Professor Leflar has informed me by letter dated July 25, 1988, "that I was a
member of the Committee which drafted the Conflicts Restatement (Second), and I
presented by 'choice-influencing considerations' vigorously to the Committee. I was ultimately satisfied by the essential inclusions of the considerations in Section 6, and even became convinced that the 5th consideration (better law),was included in parts 2(b) and (e) of
Section 6."
131. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAWS § 6(2)(e).
132. See R. WEINTRAUB, supra note 18, at 284-85; Reese, supra note 93, at 5.
133. For example the law permitting a guest to recover for ordinary negligence; see, e.g.,
Milkovich v. Saari, 295 Minn. 155, 203 N.W.2d 408 (1973); Cipolla v. Shaposka, 439 Pa. 563,
568, 267 A.2d 854, 857 (1970) (Roberts, J., dissenting); or a law without a limitation on
damages, see, e.g., Rosenthal v. Warren, 475 F.2d 438 (2d Cir. 1973); might be considered
"better," and applying either would carry out the basic policy underlying the particular field
of law. It would not be hard to find such examples in other areas of law. For example in
decedent's estates and trusts the basic policy might very well be to carry out the decedent's
intent. Frequently a law that the courts would consider better, such as one recognizing ho-
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quently coincide with "better law," and this coincidence is to a certain
extent built-into the Restatement (Second) and would occur often. Calling for the law that carries out the basic policies underlying the particular
field of law 3 4 is not far from calling for the better law; the reason that

one law is "better" is frequently because it more effectively carries out
the current basic policies underlying that particular field of law. Since the
Restatement (Second) has left the better law door ajar, and since most
everyone realizes that no choice of law system could completely prevent it
from seeping in," we should avoid hypocrisy and explicitly recognize
"better law," even if we believe that ideally it should not be relevant. But
I need not rely solely on the foregoing denial-type argument; better law
lovers have an affirmative defense, if not a counterclaim, and never have
to say they are sorry."' The better law factor should be included as a
choice-influencing consideration even if judges could be persuaded or
made to ignore it.
Lest I am lynched by the numerous commentators who vehemently object to the explicit inclusion of the better law factor,' 87 I will explain the
limited role I assign to it. Contrary to what some commentators apparently assume,1 8 if the better law is included as a potentially relevant faclographic wills, would carry out the intent of the decedent, but the competing law which
requires various formalities would not. For another example, in contracts carrying out the
intention of the parties and furthering commerce might be found to be basic policies, and
frequently the law that would further those policies (married women or spendthrifts have
capacity to contract, for example) will be found to be a better one.
134. The Restatement (Second) would require characterization here also. See supra text
accompanying notes 106-10.
135. Even some of the harshest critics of "better law" concede that no matter what
judges are told and no matter what the law says, judges will sometimes base their choice of
law decisions on the relative quality of the competing laws. See E. SCoLEs & P. HAY, CONFLICT Or LAWS § 2.11 (1982). Some even seem to approve of this sub silento consideration or
at least are willing to look the other way. See Korn, supra note 21, at 958. Since it is futile
to try to keep this consideration out, to avoid hypocrisy it should be explicitly recognized.
Professor Korn seems to be concerned, however, that explicit recognition will open Pandora's box. Id. The paternalistic fear that judges are going to disobey the constraints that go
along with some rule is not a persuasive reason for rejecting the rule. Moreover, in light of
the limitations built into the use of better law factor by the recommended approach (see
infra text accompanying notes 136-49) there would be no extraordinary leeway for such
abuse. Ironically, in fact, an approach like the Restatement (Second), which attempts to
keep this consideration out altogether, is likely to result in more weight being given to it
than an approach that explicitly makes the "better law" relevant but places significant,
clear constraints on its use. A judge following either Restatement, is more likely to choose
one law over the other because he likes it (or the party it benefits) better than a judge
following the recommended approach.
136. My apologies to Eric Segal.
137. See supra notes 129 & 135.
138. Professor Kay implies that the better law factor will in every case in which it applies point to one of the competing laws. See Kay, supra note 4, at 533.
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tor, it need not always or even usually affect the choice of law decision.' 39
This follows from the proper definition of "better law." The personal
predilections of the judge as to the relative quality of the laws (or the
parties) should be irrelevant. Also irrelevant are the facts that one of the
laws is the forum's and that one of the laws would benefit a forum resident.' 40 In deciding whether one of the competing laws is "better,""'
(H]e (the judge) will consider whether (either one of) the rule(s) is

anachronistic in its origins, whether commentators tend to favor or oppose it in its modern context and whether courts in any of the states

where it is in force have given it a restricted construction ....
The better law analysis does not . . . purport to give the judge the
same breadth of choice (in a conflicts case) of choosing between competing laws when the law of the jurisdiction isn't clear that he enjoys in the
context of domestic adjudication .... [In order to find one law bad
which is a prerequisiteto finding one better" 2 ] an objective demonstration must be made that the rule in question is anachronistic, repugnant
to accepted present-day policies, by reference to4 judicial or commentarial
criticisms or through historical policy analysis. '

In the majority of cases neither competing law would pass (or is it fail?)
this test. Even when one of the competing laws clearly represents the
emerging trend, it does not follow that the other will satisfy this criteria.
Better law analysis places significant constraints on the trial judges' personal predilections by providing objective, concrete guidelines for decid-

139. Even Professor Leflar implies at one point that this factor will be relevant in all
conflicts, see R. LEFLAR, L. McDOUGAL & R. FELIX, supra note 53, at 297, but at other points
he states otherwise. Id. at 300.
140. Some commentators believe that judges are not capable of disregarding these matters; see, e.g., Korn, supra note 21, at 958. This cynical opinion, however, is belied by experience; see, e.g., Intercontiental Planning, Ltd. v. Daystrom, Inc., 24 N.Y. 2d 372, 248 N.E.2d
576 (1969); Offshore Rental Co. v. Continental Oil Co., 22 Cal. 3d 157, 583 P.2d, 721 (1978);
Cipolla v. Shaposka, 439 Pa. 563, 267 A.2d 854 (1970). I agree with Professor Leflar who
believes that most judges are capable of overcoming their parochial and provincial proclivities. See R. LE'LAR, L. McDoUGAL & R. FELIX, supra note 53, at 298-300. And even if they
were not, it might be preferable to proceed on the assumption that they were.
141. It would be less misleading and more meaningful to phrase the initial inquiry as
follows: "Is one of the competing laws a drag on the coattails of society?" Moreover, this
choice-influencing consideration should be called the "bad law" factor so as not to mislead.
142. Although it is not clear that Professor Hancock would apply this same stringent
test to foreign as well as forum law, I would.
143. M. HANCOCK, supra note 69, at 98. The dissent in Cipolla provides a good example
of how courts should determine whether there is a "better law". See Cipolla, 267 A.2d at
857-62; see also R. WEINTRAUB, supra note 18, at 289-90. It also should be noted that finding
one law "bad" is necessary but not sufficient; the competing law would have to be found
"not bad" in order for the better law factor to be relevant.
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ing whether there is a better law." The better law factor would not come
close to swallowing up the other choice influencing factors as some seem
to fear.
Those who have opposed "better law" should also note that like the
approaches of Professors Hancock'" and Weintraub,'" but unlike Professor Leflar's,'"1 the recommended approach prohibits the better law factor
from even coming into play if the court identifies the conflict as false.
Moreover, like Professor Hancock's approach, the recommended approach would bring it into play only as a "tie-breaker. 1 48 That is to say,
the court should not even consider "better law" unless the court identifies
the conflict as a true conflict or unprovided for, and even then only if
consideration of the other choice influencing factors is inconclusive.
To evaluate any proposal, one should consider the alternatives. Even
though resolving a choice of law dispute by considering, to any extent, the
quality of the competing laws does not appeal to all, it is preferable to the
known alternatives. The reader may recall that the better law factor does
not come into play under the recommended approach unless: (1) someone
has objected to forum law; (2) the court has identified the conflict as true
or unprovided for and (3) consideration of Leflar's other choice-influencing factors, as modified, 49 has failed to provide an answer. At that point,
the alternatives to considering "better law" seem to be: (1) apply forum
law simply because it is the forum's law; (2) apply the law to which the
presumption-raising rule (if one had been applied) points; (3) apply the
law of the state with the stronger specific interest (this would only be
feasible in a true conflict); or (4) apply the law of the state whose competing law policy would be more impaired by the application of the other
state's law (this also would only be feasible in a true conflict). I have
noted my objections to numbers three5 0 and four. 151 Applying forum law
or the presumptive law would simplify the judicial task because the court
would not have to consider whether one law is "bad" and, if so, whether
the other is "better." Both of these alternatives, however, smack of giving
up. Furthermore, simplifying the judicial task should usually be the least
144. The criterion is more similar to the Cardozo criterion for determining if a foreign
law violates the forum's public policy, see Loucks v. Standard Oil Co., 224 N.Y. 99, 120 N.E.
198 (1918), than it is to which law the judge likes better.
145. M. HANCOCK, supra note 69, at 3-4, 14-15, 100 & 121-22.

146. R.WEINTRAUB, supra note 18, at 343.
147. Professor Leflar allows for the better law factor to result in applying the law of the
state that lacks the specific interest in a false conflict. See R. LEFLAR, supra note 47, at 21011; Posnak, supra note 1, at n.243.
148. M. HANCOCK, supra note 69, at 141.
149. See supra notes 94 & 95.
150. See supra text accompanying notes 121-27.
151. Posnak, supra note 1, at 781 n.252.
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important of the choice influencing considerations. 15 2 If saving some indeterminate amount of time and effort clashes with avoiding the law that is
a "drag on the coattails of society," there seems to be no real contest. It is
preferable for a party to lose because the law he needed to win no longer
makes sense rather than for him to lose because forum law favored his
adversary, the burden of persuasion was placed upon him, or to save the
court some work.
A Restatement (Second) court could still be undecided even after consideration of all the section 6 factors. Similarly, a court following the recommended approach could still, but more rarely, be undecided even after
consideration of the better law factor."' The two feasible alternatives are
forum law or the law to which the presumption (if there was one)
points.'" The latter is preferable because it will lead to a desirable result
in terms of the choice influencing factors more often than forum law.'" s
The simplification realized by applying forum law at this stage seems insignificant and, in any case, is outweighed by the greater number of desirable results realized by applying the law raised by the presumption. Although the Restatement (Second) perhaps calls for the same result in the
analogous stalemate situation, it does not do so clearly and thus, could
breed unnecessary litigation and more undesirable results."'
A final, but not earth-shattering, distinction between the recommended
approach and the Restatement (Second) is the ease of use. The recommended approach may be wholly contained on a single page or at least
contiguous pages.'" 7 The Restatement (Second) requires reference to
R. LEFLAR, L. McDOUGAL & R. FELix, supra note 53, at 293-94.
153. This should be rare because it could only occur if: (1) someone has raised the choice
of law issue, (2) the conflict was identified as unprovided for or true, (3) the court finds a
suitable presumption, (if the court does not find a suitable presumption step 4 is not neces152.

sary), (4) the'presumption is challenged, (5) the recognized general policies are a "washout"
and (6) consideration of the better law factor does not break the "tie."
154. Some might say that in true conflicts weighing the specific interests or comparing
the impairments is preferable to "giving up" by applying the presumptive or forum law.
These alternatives, however, have significant drawbacks, see supra notes 121, 150 & 151;
and there does come a time when discretion is the better part of valor.
155. See supra notes 86-87, 99 and accompanying text.
156. If my approach is used, another possibility is for a conflict to be identified as unprovided for or true, but for the court not to use a jurisdiction-selecting rule and for the consideration of the recognized general policies including the better law to prove inconclusive. In
such cases forum law should apply because there is no good reason not to apply it. See
Currie, On the Displacement of the Law of the Forum, 58 COLUM. L. REv. 964, 1001-11
(1958); see also supra text accompanying notes 41-43.
157. Although some reference to the Restatement (Second) is sometimes required by the
recommended approach to discover if there is an applicable jurisdiction-selecting rule, see
supra text accompanying notes 81-83, this should usually require reference to only one section of the Restatement.
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some section (like 145 or 188) in one part of the Restatement (Second),
then to another section (like 146 or 189) in that part but on a different
page, and then to a third section (section 6) in a wholly different part of
the Restatement (Second), many pages removed from the first two sections that often will have to be referred to again. Although this might
sound like nit-picking, at least from my personal experience, the flipping
back and forth has been exasperating.'"
The recommended approach retains what is central to the Restatement
(Second)-using jurisdiction selecting rules to raise presumptions that a
functional analysis may rebut. It adds the crucially important step of
identifying the conflict in Currie-terms, and it clears up some of the
vagueness and ambiguities of the Restatement (Second). The recommended approach removes one of these ambiguities by specifying what is
necessary to overcome the presumption. It makes crystal clear that the
presumption is rebutted by a showing that some state, other than the one
to which the presumption points, has the only specific interest." 9 The
recommended approach removes another ambiguity by making clear that
only certain specified policies not emanating from the competing laws are
relevant to the resolution of true conflicts. In addition, the recommended
approach eliminates or reduces some of the undesirable side effects of the
Restatement (Second): characterizing and comparing specific interests.
The recommended approach provides better and more effective guidelines
that will not only produce more desirable results, it will also simplify the
judicial task and increase certainty, predictability and uniformity of
result.
X.

THE RECOMMENDED APPROACH AND PROFESSOR CAVERS

Professor Cavers paved the way for Currie's interest analysis,' e" but,
like the recommended approach, he rejects Currie's forum preference solution for true conflicts and unprovided for issues.' In "hard cases,"'' "
"to avoid slipping into (the] chaos of essentially meaningless ad hoc decisions, or, instead reverting to our inherited apparatus of mechanical jurisdiction-selecting rules," Professor Cavers advocates jurisdiction selecting
rules, he calls principles of preference, to raise rebuttable presump158. See generally Seidelson, supra note 7.
159. Actually, the choice of law issue would have been resolved before reaching the presumption step. The recommended approach requires identification of the type of conflict
prior to the search for a rule. If a false conflict is identified, the choice of law controversy is

over.
160. See supra note 17 and text accompanying notes 16-19.
161. D. CAVERS, THE CHOICE OF LAW SELECTED ESSAYS, 1933-1983, 160 (1985).
162. Some examples of these cases are when the policy of a competing law is unclear,
true conflicts and, presumably, unprovided for issues.
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tions.'"e The recommended approach parallels Cavers' approach up to
that point.1 6 4 Although the approaches combine analysis with jurisdiction-selecting rules that raise rebuttable presumptions, there are some
significant differences between Professor Cavers' approach and mine.
Even though he seems to concede that some judges will inevitably give
the "better law" factor weight, Professor Cavers probably would not approve of the explicit, even though limited, role assigned to it by the recommended approach.16 5 In addition, in light of his very narrow, almost
tailor-made, principles, Professor Cavers might disapprove of the use of
the broader jurisdiction-selecting rules of the Restatement (Second) that
the recommended approach incorporates. Clearly, Professor Cavers would
concur in requiring the court to identify the type of conflict and with
resolving all false conflicts the Currie-Cavers way. 6 His position, however, is not clear on what should be done if the court identifies the conflict as true or unprovided for, and the presumption is raised and challenged, or no presumption is raised. I believe in such situations he would
advocate use of the same general policies 'as the recommended approach
(sans the "better law") because these general policies are what he seemed
to utilize in determining the content of his principles.
Professor Cavers was an innovator of the type of approach that seems
to be coming into vogue: narrowly tailored jurisdiction-selecting rules to
raise presumptions of which law should apply.16 7 Although this type of
approach is designed, in part, avoid irrational results in false conflicts and
is a distinct improvement over both Restatements,' a standing alone it is
not sufficient. The jurisdiction-selecting rules must be explicitly and
properly integrated into the interest analysis. The approach must clearly
require the identification of the type of conflict. If the court identifies it
as a false conflict, the approach should explicitly require application of
the law of the state with the specific interest. Finally, the approach
should identify the criteria relevant to rebutting the presumption. The
criteria should include only policies not emanating from the competing
laws. One should not be able to rebut the presumption by establishing
that the other state had the stronger specific interest or would have its
163. D.CAVERS, supra note 161, at 160.
164. See supra text accompanying notes 29-38.
165. See D. CAvEs, supra note 161, at 161, 192-93 & 206-09.
166. Id. at 150 & 161. This of course means that like the recommended approach, Professor Cavers would not even apply presumption raising jurisdiction-selecting rules to such
cases.
167. See, e.g., Reese, supra note 93, at 5-17.
168. The First Restatement's major defects are the broadness and the rigidity of its jurisdiction-selecting rules. The Restatement (Second) did improve significantly on the rigidity of the rules and to a lesser extent on their scope, but it still leaves much to be desired on
both of these counts as well as some others. See stipra text accompanying notes 106-57.
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specific policies more impaired. 16s

XI. THE RECOMMENDED APPROACH AND PROFESSOR HILL
Professor Hill, like Professor Cavers and the recommended approach,
apparently rejects jurisdiction-selecting, rigid rules like the First Restatement's 70 because he also combines jurisdiction-selecting rules raising rebuttable presumptions and interest analysis.171 Hill parts company with
Cavers and the recommended approach, however, by apparently not requiring the court to identify the type of conflict as false, true or unprovided for under Currie terminology. Furthermore, Professor Hill seems to
require that the court use a jurisdiction-selecting rule to raise a preumpstion in all cases, including clear false conflicts. 72 If so, he again differs
with Cavers and the recommended approach.173
Professor Hill's major thesis is that it would be presumptuous and unwise to ignore or completely reject centuries of choice of law jurisprudence emanating from many different countries. 17 4 His major quarrel with
interest analysis, Cavers and Brainerd Currie, seems to be that those approaches have caused us to discard this body of precedent. Furthermore,
he perhaps disagrees with interest analysts such as Currie, Hancock and,
at least at one time, Cavers, who assert that the only good, rigid,jurisdiction-selecting rule is a rejected one and that the content of the competing
laws should always be relevant. 17s
Professor Hill maintains that the traditional, jurisdiction-selecting
rules 17 coristitute a valuable resource, and if we use them to raise an initial presumption of the law to apply "we would not have to reinvent the
wheel in each case." 1 7 Apparently Professor Hill wants a jurisdiction-selecting rule available for every conceivable issue; a rule that raises a pre169. See supra notes 81, 124-27 and accompanying text.
170. Presumably, therefore, Professor Hill would reject the few rigid rules in the Restatement (Second), see supra notes 80, 105 and accompanying text.
171. Hill, The Judicial Function, supra note 19, at 1587-95, 1598 & 1647.
172. Id. at 1620-23. It is possible that Professor Hill would not even permit one to attempt to show that the conflict is false until after the presumption has been raised.
173. See supra notes 34-38, 165 and accompanying text.
174. Hill, The Judicial Function,supra note 19, at 1600-01. Although most of the choice
of law problems encountered by these other judicial systems deal with the question of when
one sovereign country should apply the law of another, and thus are not on all fours with
most of ours, see supra note 84, there is enough similarity to warrant considering them.
175. Although it is not absolutely clear, Professor Hill seems to want to leave room for
the evolution of "good" rigid rules from the presumptive rules. See Hill, The JudicialFunction, supra note 19, at 1628.
176. By "traditional" Professor Hill means rigid jurisdiction-selecting rules, but he apparently does not mean the particular rules of the First Restatement. See id. at 1586-87.
177. Id. at 1587.
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sumption of the law to apply. A party, however, could rebut the presumption "by any rational argument relevant to judicial lawmaking-'for
example, that the rule. . . is unresponsive to current needs .. "'
1
One
important thing that is not clear, however, is whether Professor Hill, like
Cavers, Currie, von Mehren, Weintraub, Hancock, and this writer, among
others, '" would find the presumption rebutted 8 0 if it pointed to the law
of the state lacking the specific interest in a false conflict."8"
Hill criticizes Currie for confining his critique to the jurisdiction-selecting rules of the First Restatement. Hill believes that if Currie had examined the European jurisdiction-selecting rules, he would not have
found all of them wanting. He also criticized Currie for concluding that
all jurisdiction-selecting rules were a "product of 'metaphysical' speculations 'concerning the nature of the law and its abstract operation in
space', . . . speculations .. .grounded in 'superstition and sorcery.' "1182
Although Hill might have agreed with Currie if Currie had limited this
criticism to the jurisdiction-selecting rules of the First Restatement,8 8
Hill, like the writer but perhaps unlike Currie,'" believes that the courts
should make use of some jurisdiction-selecting rules. According to Hill, at
least some jurisdiction-selecting rules (presumably of European origin)
are based on governmental interests. He advocates "that the courts
should proceed on the assumption that the traditional rules 88 do in fact
implement such governmental interests." 1 6 Although Professor Hill
might be correct in saying that governmental interests determined the
178. Id. Whether Professor Hill is referring to the choice of law rule or the internal law
to which it points, or both, is not clear.
179. See supra notes 26 & 34.
180. Actually, under the recommended approach there would not even have been a presumption raised, rather the law of the only specifically interested state would have been
applied once the conflict had been identified as false.
181. Professor Hill says that using jurisdiction-selecting rules to raise presumptions
"does not preclude resort to any lessons that inhere in the new learning." Hill, The Judicial
Function, supra note 19, at 1647. This statement implies approval of the Currie treatment
of false conflicts because applying the law of the only specifically interested state is one of
the most important lessons of the "new learning." See supra text accompanying notes 21-23
& 51-64. And if he agrees with such treatment of false conflicts, he must approve of requiring the identification of the type of conflict. But cf. supra text accompanying notes 171-72.
182. Hill, The Judicial Function, supra note 19, at 1597.
183. Id. at 1586-87.
184. But see supra note 91.
185. Although Professor Hill would apparently exclude the rules of the First Restatement, it is not clear what rules should merit inclusion as "traditional". He does say that the
traditional rules repose "in scholarly comment, judicial practice and occasional codes," Hill,
The JudicialFunction, supra note 19, at 1587, but he fails to provide adequate criteria to
enable us and the courts to know one when we see one.
186. Id. at 1597 & 1600. Professor Hill apparently has general and specific interests in
mind.
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content of some jurisdiction-selecting rules, this proposition has the flavor
of an after-thought.187 To my knowledge, until relatively recently, no one
has even tried to justify any jurisdiction-selecting rule by contending that
it furthered any governmental interest other than the interests in uniform
results, simplifying the judicial task, certainty or predictability.
Professor Hill's most damning criticism of interest analysis is that it
totally rejects the past. Because Currie assumed that the traditional rules
are worthless there "has been chaos (in choice of law jurisprudence) to a
degree probably unprecedented in any area of the law-unprecedented
because [to Hill's knowledge] . . . there has never been a major sector of
the law in which the courts have determinedly proceeded in a nonincremental mode."188 Whether, after adopting interest analysis, the courts
have proceeded in any more of a "nonincremental mode ' "189 than the
courts have after rejecting any venerable rule of law is subject to debate.1"0 Also debatable is the proposition that there has been chaos. Even
if there has been, it certainly is not clear that the assumption that the
traditional rules were worthless caused the chaos. Be that as it may, since
I do not advocate rejecting the "old learning" out of hand,' 91 it is not
necessary to become further embroiled in this dispute.

187. The promulgators of traditional jurisdiction-selecting rules were not even aware of
the phenomena of an unprovided for issue or false conflict, and their rules were, in effect,
formulated on the assumption that conflicts would always be true. Consequently, if governmental interests contributed to the formulation and content of traditional jurisdiction-selecting rules, they would probably be only general interests rather than specific.
188. Hill, The Judicial Function, supra note 19, at 1601.
189. I assume Professor Hill is referring to what the courts did after adopting interest
analysis, i.e. one decision using interest analysis did not build on earlier ones, because otherwise his statement does not make much sense. Frequently when a court overturns a rule of
law, in that particular case it proceeds "in a nonincremental mode." If my assumption is
wrong, Professor Hill's statement is still debatable. The statement suggests that decisions
such as Babcock v. Jackson, 12 N.Y.2d 473, 191 N.E.2d 279 (1963), blossomed full-bloomed
when, in fact, decisions like Alaska Packers Ass'n v. Industrial Accident Comm'n of California, 294 U.S. 532 (1935); Grant v. McAuliffe, 41 Cal. 2d 859, 264 P.2d 944 (1953); Kilberg v.
Northeast Airlines, Inc., 9 N.Y.2d 34, 172 N.E.2d 526 (1961); clearly laid the groundwork.
190. There has been much confusion and inconsistency in some "new learning" courts,
but that does not mean such "chaos" was an inevitable and a necessary fault of interest
analysis. But see de Boer, supra note 5, at 487. It may be due, in part, to the fact that the
change wrought by Currie was perhaps more fundamental and dramatic than changes in
other areas of the law; a revolution rather than an evolution. This change affected not only
the results of cases, but the whole way of viewing the problem, as well as the jargon that
went along with it. See also supra note 19 and accompanying text. The break with the past
was so complete that the judges applying interest analysis were not very good at it. These
factors, together with Currie's poor choice of words and failure to clearly articulate his approach, see Posnak, supra note 3, at 681 n.4, caused the confusion in some of the courts
adopting the "new learning."
191. See supra text accompanying notes 34-38.
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Although he accepts parts of interest analysis, Professor Hill apparently objects to using the "unprovided for" nomenclature. He says, "The
'unprovided for case' seems to be pure fantasy."' 192 I believe Professor Hill
is mistaken, and that his mistake is due to an understandable misunderstanding of Currie. Currie described this kind of case as one in which
"neither state cares what happens."' 8 Hill demonstrated that there is no
such animal,1 ' ergo no such thing as an unprovided for case. Despite
Currie's unfortunate choice of words (as Professor Hill recognized in a
slightly different context),'' 0 whether a state has an "interest" does not
depend upon whether it "cares" about the outcome of the case, but rather
upon whether, in light of the policy of its competing law and the facts of
the case, it would be reasonable to apply that law.1" If neither state has a
specific interest (a policy of neither state's competing law would be advanced), the case, or more correctly the issue, is unprovided for. Such
cases do exist,1 97 and identifying them as "unprovided for" advances the
inquiry by providing a short-hand way of saying that a policy of no state's
competing law will be advanced or thwarted, and therefore the court cannot make the choice, even in part, based upon what is rational in terms of
the policies of the competing laws.
Professor Hill uses the facts of Hurtado v. Superior Court"'s to argue
for his approach (combining analysis with presumptive rules) over "pure"
interest analysis, (interest analysis without jurisdiction-selecting rules).
Although he would reach the same result, "the court [by using "pure"
interest analysis] created problems where none previously existed."' 99 I
192. Hill, The Judicial Function, supra note 19, at 1604.
193. B. CuRRiE, supra note 23, at 152. Professor Hill suggests that Currie denominated
these cases "unprovided for" because he (Currie) made no provision for them in his system.
Hill, The Judicial Function, supra note 19, at 1603. Professor Hill seems to want it both

ways: Currie called it "unprovided for" because neither state gives a damn, and Currie
called it "unprovided for" because he had not originally anticipated such cases.
194. Hill, The Judicial Function, supra note 19, at 1603.

195. Id. at 1589.
196. See supra notes 21-23 and accompanying text; see also Posnak, supra note 3, at

684-89.
197. See, e.g., Erwin v. Thomas, 264 Or. 454, 506 P.2d 494 (1973); Hurtado v. Superior
Court, 11 Cal. 3d 574, 522 P.2d 666 (1974); Allstate Ins. Co. v. Hague, 449 U.S. 302 (1981).
Although no court identified Allstate as unprovided for, it probably was. See Allo, Allstate
Insurance Co. v. Hague: An Unprovided-For-Casein the Supreme Court, 32 CASE W. RES.
L. REv. 1, 3-25 (1981); Posnak, supra note 1, at 784-85.
198.

11 Cal. 3d 574, 522 P.2d 666 (1974). In Hurtado the plaintiff's decedent, a Mexican

citizen, while visiting California, was killed when the car in which he was a passenger collided with a parked car. Plaintiff brought a wrongful death action against the driver of the
car in which the decedent was a passenger and the owner of the parked car, both were
California citizens. Under Mexican law the most plaintiff could recover was $2,000. There
was no ceiling under California law. The court applied California law.
199. Hill, The Judicial Function, supra note 19, at 1611. If this criticism were valid (I
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believe Professor Hill may have lost sight of the fact that he is not recommending rigid rules but rather rules that raise rebuttable presumptions.
Professor Hill's approach would not necessarily be easier for the court to
apply than "pure" interest analysis. Even assuming that the pertinent
"traditional" rule existed, could be easily identified and pointed to California's law, that would not end the matter under Hill's approach. Professor Hill's defendant would still be free (invited, actually) to make "any
rational argument relevant to judicial lawmaking" to rebut that presumption." A reasonable defendant would have advanced the same arguments
as the defendant did in the Hurtado case, and this evidence would have
been relevant under Professor Hill's approach. By stating that interest
analysis created unnecessary problems in Hurtado, Hill perhaps meant
that the use of "pure" interest analysis was more likely to lead to an undesirable result than his approach. I agree. But if he meant that identifying the issue as "unprovided for"201 would have been a waste that might
even have misled the court, I disagree. By identifying the conflict as true,
false, or unprovided for, the court gets to see what should be one of the
most important choice-influencing factors: what rationality calls for in
terms of the competing law policies and the facts. In effect when the
court identifies the conflict as "unprovided for," the court sees that it
must make the choice of law on other choice-influencing criteria.
In his 1985 article, Hill, like some earlier writers,202 including himself, 0 3 criticizes Currie for ignoring policies of the forum that do not ema-

nate from its competing law.20 ' Although I agree that these general poli-

don't believe it is, see infra text accompanying notes 198-201) it would indeed be ironic as

Currie used much the same language to criticize the Restatement (First). See B.
supra note 23, at 109.

CURRIE,

200. Hill, The Judicial Function, supra note 19, at 1587.
201. Although the court in Hurtado, 522 P.2d at 666, identified the conflict as a false
conflict with California possessing the specific interest, the conflict was unprovided-for. See
R. WEINTRAU,

supra note 18, at 333-34.

202. See, e.g., A. VON MEHREN & D. TRAUTMAN,THE
552 (1965); D. CAVER, supra note 23, at 108-13.

LAw OF MULTISTATE PROBLEMS

80-

203. Hill, Gouernmental, supra note 19, at 474-77.
204. Hill, Judicial Function, supra note 19, at 1622. These critics overlooked the fact
that Currie intended his forum preference rule, which ignores general policies, as a temporary, stop-gap solution. He implied that when false conflicts were properly resolved by the

courts the time would be right to take general policies into consideration in resolving true
conflicts and unprovided for issues. See supra note 77 and accompanying text. Moreover, at
least one noted commentator suggests that Currie, even before false conflicts were properly

resolved by the courts, would have given some weight to some general policies.
..Currie says relatively little about policies
that emerge because of the multi state nature of a transaction or situation. Presumably, Currie is prepared to recognize such policies and to consider them in
his analysis, since "there is room for restraint and enlightenment in the determination of what state policy is and where state interests lie." Indeed such (general
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cies should be relevant to resolving true conflicts and unprovided for
issues, 20 6 they should play no part in resolving false conflicts.2"
Professor Hill is greatly concerned with "what courts ought to take as
their starting point in

. .

. a case" having contacts with more than one

state. He seems to advocate that the forum should, sua sponte, apply the
applicable presumption-raising jurisdiction-selecting ruleY' 7 Like Currie,
I disagree and advocate that the forum should normally apply its own law
to an issue if neither party challenges its application. s
By severely criticizing Cavers and Currie for concluding that jurisdiction-selecting rules were worse than useless, Professor Hill seems to lose
sight of the fact that they were addressing wooden, rigid jurisdiction-selecting rules, usually those of the First Restatement, which Hill himself
abjures. It is not at all clear that Currie and Cavers would always object
to using jurisdiction-selecting rules to merely raise presumptions. 2 " In
fact, as Professor Hill himself acknowledges in a slightly different context,21 0 it is now crystal clear that Cavers would not always object to the
use of some jurisdiction-selecting rules to raise presumptions in true conflicts and unprovided for issues. Indeed, that is the gist of his approach.2 1
XII.

THE RECOMMENDED APPROACH AND PROFESSOR HANCOCK

My approach is closer to Professor Hancock's than to any other.2 1 2 If a

party objects to forum law, both approaches clearly require the forum to
policy) considerations could play a decisive role in delineating the scope of a
state's interest in order to avoid a "conflict with foreign interests that may result
from a too selfish and provincial determination." But Currie never develops the
point; perhaps he perceived that the required line of analysis could endanger the
relative simplicity of his approach and also require the courts to perform functions
for which he felt they were unfitted.
von Mehren, Recent Trends in Choice-of-Law Methodology, 60 CORNELL L. REV. 927, 938
(1975) (emphasis added); see also Sedler, The Governmental Interest Approach to Choice
of Law: An Analysis and Reformulation, 25 UCLA L. REv. 181, 193-94 (1977).
205. Since I do not believe in weighing the specific interests or in comparing the impairments, see supra notes 81 & 124, the general policies would not only be relevant, they would
usually be dispositive of true conflicts and unprovided for issues.
206. See supra text accompanying notes 59-72.
207. Hill, The Judicial Function, supra note 19, at 1634.
208. See supra text accompanying notes 42-44.
209. See Currie, Comments on Babcock u. Jackson, 63 COLUM. L. REv. 1233, 1241 (1963).
210, Hill, The Judicial Function, supra note 19, at 1642.
211. See supra text accompanying notes 160-64.
212. Although in one important respect the recommended approach is more similar to
the Restatement (Second), Professors Hill's and Caver's approaches (using rules to raise
presumptions) than to Hancock's; overall it has more in common with Hancock's because of
the priority given to analysis over rules and the inclusion of the better law choice-influencing consideration. See supra text accompanying notes 210-18. See Sedler, Moffatt Hancock
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identify the type of conflict."' s If the court identifies it as a false conflict,
both require the law of the only specifically interested state."' Both approaches reject the forum preference method of resolving true conflicts
and unprovided for issues.21 They substantially concur on the role of the
better law factor, 21 and on how to determine whether one law is "better.' 17 They seem to diverge slightly because Professor Hancock might
compare and weigh the specific interests in a true conflict.2" This possible difference is not of great moment, however, because of the very limited scope he gives this factor,' 1 ' if he recognizes it at all. Similarly, Professor Hancock, unlike the recommended approach, approves of
comparative impairment as one of a number of means to resolve a true
and the Conflict of Laws: An American-Canadian Perspective, 37 U. TORONTO L.J. 62
(1987), for a comprehensive description of Professor Hancock's approach and his contributions to this area of the law.
213. Professor Hancock stresses something very important that has been overlooked. He,
in effect, admonishes interest analysis courts not to glean the policies of the competing laws
by contemplating their navels. He says that judicial decisions, legislative history, and commentarial statements concerning those laws should be consulted to ascertain the laws' policies. See M. HANCOCK, supra note 69, at 85-87, 110-13. If the policies were found in that
manner, and that fact were known, it should go a long way towards abating the criticism
that interest analysis is inherently defective because determining the policy of a law is an
unprincipled, amorphous task not susceptible to effective oversight. See, e.g., Rheinstein,
How to Review a Festschrift, 11 Am.J. CoMp. L, 632, 663 (1962); de Boer, supra note 5.
Although I agree that courts should use these sources to determine the policies of the
competing laws, if these sources are not sufficient, the judge should contemplate his navel.
This is not unlike what judges often do in wholly domestic cases when a case falls between
the legal stools. In such domestic cases judges try to glean the policies of the competing laws
but frequently there will be no adequate direct evidence; they use their legal training, logic,
reason, common sense and anything else that will help them determine the policies. Their
starting point of course is the content of the pertinent law. Not only is this a normal part of
judging, a look at the alternatives strongly suggests that judges in conflicts cases should use
their own faculties to determine the policies of the competing laws when necessary. The
alternatives to navel contemplation are: to conclude that the state with the unclear policies
lacks a specific interest, reject interest analysis on the particular issue and apply the law to
which the presumption points or forum law, or reject interest analysis altogether.
214. M. HANCOCK, supra note 69, at 4 & 140.
215. Id. at 3-4, 14-15 & 141.
216. Id.
217. Id. at 141-42. Weintraub's approach is also substantially the same up to this point.
He parts company, however, at least for some tort and contract true conflicts, by recommending what appears to be a rigid rule. See R. WEINTRAUB, supra note 18, at 355, 360 &
397-98.
218. M. HANCOCK, supra note 69, at 140.
219. Id. He apparently only gives weight to this factor when one state's specific interest
clearly overwhelms the other's. This would not occur frequently, and the reconsideration
step of the recommended approach sometimes would lead to the same result. See supra note
32.
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conflict. 20 This difference also is not very significant. It would change the
result in very few cases because comparative impairment is often a washout (the interests are equally impaired) and it is just one of Professor
Hancock's many equally weighted factors. Although there are these differences between the recommended approach and Professor Hancock's
approach, "the (same) fundamental things still apply". 22 1 The choice between competing laws should be informed by whether the policies of
those laws would be advanced. If the policy of only one would be furthered, the court should apply it; if policies of both or neither would be
advanced, the court should consider the general policies of the forum, using the "better law" as a "tie breaker" to decide which law to apply.
Whether Professor Hancock, a strong "ad hoc" adherent, will go along
with my inclusion of jurisdiction-selecting rules (even though they only
allocate the burden of proof for conflicts identified as true or unprovided
for) remains to be seen. Although he would undoubtedly and vehemently
oppose rigid, jurisdiction-selecting rules, or any non-Currie solution to
false conflicts, this is not a good indication that he would oppose the use
of rules to raise presumptions when the conflict is true or unprovided for.
XIII.

CONCLUSION

The steps of the recommended approach are as follows.

222

(1) Apply

forum law unless some objection is seasonably raised. (2) If there is a
seasonable objection, identify the type of conflict as false, true or unprovided for. (3) If identified as a false conflict, apply the law of the only
specifically interested state. (4) If identified as a true conflict or unprovided for issue, determine if there is an applicable jurisdiction-selecting
rule in the Restatement (Second) or elsewhere. (5) If so, apply it to raise
a rebuttable presumption of the law to apply. (6) If no rule is found, apply the law, if any, indicated by Leflar's choice-influencing considerations,
as modified. (7) If no rule is found and consideration of the modified Leflar factors is inconclusive, apply forum law to that issue. (8) If a rule is
found, apply the law to which it points unless the disfavored party proves
M. HANCOCK, supra note 69, at 131.
221. H. Hupfeld, As Time Goes By (1931).
222. Fortunately, no one choice of law issue requires all these steps, which is not to say
220.

that this is a simple test, but as Professor Weintraub said,
First, the problems of the conflict of laws are difficult . . . [t]hese problems
reach to the taproots of our federalism. One cannot restate difficult and complex
problems simply without distorting them ....
It does mean that one should expect simplistic approaches to the conflict of laws to be no more satisfactory than
such approaches are in other areas in which the resources of the legal institution
are employed to resolve varied and important social problems.
R. WEINTRAUB, supra note 18, at 3.
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by a preponderance that the modified Leflar factors point to some other
law, in which case that law should apply.
Professor von Mehren, commenting on the Restatement (Second), said:
The approach is ample enough to encompass a highly developed policybased analysis. However, the Restatement does not, significantly refine
and discipline theory and analysis. No principled basis is adumbrated,
for example, in terms of which clashes between policies underlying specific domestic-law rules (specific interests) and more general policies of
comprehensibility or of facilitation of multistate activity (general interests) can be resolved. " '
The recommended approach fares better in satisfying the implicit and
explicit criteria of Professor von Mehren than either of the Restatements
or any known alternative. Implicit in the quote is the admonition that
any choice of law approach should permit consideration of the forum's
policies, both those emanating from its competing law and those emanating from other sources. No system based on rigid jurisdiction-selecting
rules, such as the First Restatement, that ignores the content of the competing laws, could pass muster. One cannot adequately consider the forum's policies unless one considers the content of the competing laws. In
fact there can be no "analysis" if rigid, mechanical choice of law rules are
applied. Since the recommended approach calls for consideration of the
policies of the forum's competing law, and when the conflict is identified
as other than false, other forum policies, it satisfies this criterion. Although generally the Restatement (Second) also satisfies this criterion,""4
the recommended approach "refine(s) and discipline(s) theory and analysis" to a significantly greater extent than the Restatement (Second).2 5
Using the criteria in Professor von Mehren's example, the recommended
approach, unlike the Restatement (Second), provides not only a "principled" basis for resolving at least some clashes between "policies underlying specific domestic-law rules [specific policies] and more general policies
of comprehensibility [general policies] ... ,"2 it also provides a certain
one. If only one state has a specific interest, its law applies to that issue
regardless of the general policies. This is principled, certain and justified.2 7 The recommended approach "refine(s) and disciplines theory and
analysis" more than the Restatement (Second) in a number of other

223. von Mehren, supra note 204, at 964.
224. In exceptional situations the Restatement (Second) calls for rigid rules, see supra
note 108, they would not satisfy Professor von Mehren's criterion.
225. Whether it does so sufficiently to satisfy Professor von Mehren remains to be seen.
226. von Mehren, supra note 204, at 964.
227. See supra text accompanying notes 60-66.
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ways, ' and this results in a much tighter product than the Second
Restatement.
Referring to the Second Restatement, a leading casebook asks:"" "The
critical question is whether the series of compromises that produced the
Restatement (Second) and the attempted fusion of jurisdiction-selecting
rules with open-ended policy analysis,28 ° has resulted in a flabby, amorphous and sterile product."2 1 The recommended approach ameliorates at
least some of the significant defects in the Second Restatement, '2 and
this-has led to a lean, mean machine or at least a trimmed down, clearer
and dynamic product.
,One of the leading foreign commentators on the United States conflicts
scene said:
INione of the new American methods (except the choice-influencing factors of the Restatement Second) is suitable for adoption by English
courts in international cases."" We would do better to build on what is
good in the traditional system, as the Restatement Second seeks to do,
rather than to abolish that system altogether and start again. On the
other hand, these methods have three lessons which we should do well to
take to heart.2 34 The first is that choice of law rules should be flexible
and should be flexibly applied. The second is that they should never be
applied without some regard to the content of the foreign law referred to.
The third is that we should be on the alert to identify and avoid the false
conflicts, and not be afraid to decide such cases in accordance with the
law that is common to both countries, rather than in accordance with
23
traditional conflict rules. 1

The recommended approach has, in effect, taken these lessons "to heart"
and in fact has "learned" them much better than the Restatement (Second). ' The choice of law rules of the recommended approach are defi-

228. See supra text accompanying notes 106-27 & 159-60,
229. This question is incisive notwithstanding its probable rhetorical nature.
230. Up to this point, the same could be said of the recommended approach. The compromises made by the recommended approach, however, were necessary to get one, albeit
wishy-washy, person to agree, rather than a number of people.
231. R. CRAMTON, B,CURRIE & H. KAY, CONFLICT OF LAWs 318 (3d ed. 1981).
232. See supra text accompanying notes 106-59.
233. I do not know whether he means to imply that these methods would be suitable for
adoption by English courts in "non-international" conflict cases.
234. These are no small concessions coming from one steeped in the rigid, jurisdictionselecting rule tradition.
235. J.H.C. MORRIS, THE CONFLICT OF LAws 531 (3d ed. 1984).
236. The Restatement (Second) still includes some rigid rules, thus it doesn't always
require that some regard be given to the content of the foreign law, and it could result in
what Professor Morris might consider wrong resolutions of false conflicts. See supra note
108 and accompanying text.
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nitely flexible: they raise only rebuttable presumptions. Although what
"flexibly applied" means is unclear, it might simply mean that the court
should hold the presumption to be rebutted in appropriate circumstances.
If so, the recommended approach clearly passes with flying colors. 87 The
recommended approach, if forum law is challenged, requires that the
court identify the conflict in Currie parlance. This requires the forum to
consider the content of the foreign law that is competing for application
on that issue as Professor Morris advocates. Although Professor Morris
might not mean the same thing by "false conflict" as Professor Currie
did, 2s8 if he does, the recommended approach should receive high marks.
The very essence of the recommended approach is to identify and "avoid
(or at least avoid irrationally deciding) the false conflicts."'2 89 Finally, Professor Morris does not favor a system that uses rules or analysis, exclusively. He prefers one that combines rules and interest analysis as the
recommended approach does.
Some might concede that the recommended approach looks good on
paper but assert that since, there is so much paper, it will never get off
the ground.2 0 The Louisiana courts, however, have adopted something
similar to the recommended approach and no easier to apply.2 4 Louisiana's approach parallels the recommended approach in requiring the
identification of the type of conflict and in its resolution of false conflicts.
The only significant difference seems to be that Louisiana would use the
Restatement (Second)'s Section 6 laundry list to resolve true conflicts and
unprovided for issues, while the recommended approach advocates a
modified version of Leflar's laundry list. The judicial task would be about
the same under either method.2 42 Since some courts in Louisiana seem to
237. See supra text accompanying notes 93-105.
238. Professor Morris seems to confuse a "no conflicts" case, (two governmental entities
have contacts with the controversy, but they have the same law on the issue in dispute) with

a false conflict (the laws of the two states are different, but the policies of only one of those
laws would be advanced). Alternatively, but less likely, he might mean a false conflict is

when the two states having contacts possess the same pertinent choice of law rule.
239.

Even if Professor Morris is taken more literally, the recommended approach passes

muster. If all the states with possibly relevant contacts have the same competing law, the
recommended approach requires application of that law. Although one might reasonably

assume that all approaches should lead to this result, in Marie v. Garrison, 13 Abb. N. Cas.
210 (N.Y. Super. Ct. 1883), the court used the First Restatement to avoid the law that all
states having any possibly relevant contact had. In a more recent case, Rungee v. Allied Van
Lines, Inc., 92 Idaho 718, 449 P.2d 378 (1968), the court demonstrated a potential for the
same kind of result while following the Restatement (Second).
240. As far as practicability goes, the Restatement (Second) and Leflar's approach are at
least as difficult to understand and apply as the recommended approach. See supra note 94
and text accompanying notes 106-59.
241. See Silver v. Nelson, 610 F. Supp. 505 (E.D. La. 1985).
242. In fact, even though the recommended approach explicitly contains a better law
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be doing all right with its approach, 24 3 there is reason to believe that it
would be practicable for courts to apply the recommended approach.
The recommended approach is far from perfect. It incorporates interest
analysis, and, as many have pointed out, not infrequently reasonable people will differ as to whether a state has an interest and therefore as to the
law to apply. Nevertheless, since courts must choose a law when the
choice of law issue is raised and since the recommended approach is the
best alternative because it asks more of the right questions, it should be
adopted warts and all "until someone comes along with a better idea. "244
The Restatement (Second) attempted to combine the best of two
worlds and bring about a truce between the combatant citizens of each. I
do not believe, however, that even its most ardent admirers would claim
total victory on either score. Many from each camp believed before and
after the Restatement (Second) that interest analysis is inherently incompatible with rules.241 The main purpose of this paper is to show that the
twain can meet. For there to be peaceful coexistence, however, or at least
a fairly comfortable fit, the Restatement (Second) must be modified. Conflicts must be identified in Currie terms and specific interests must not be
compared.2 4s Although I do hope this article generates some discussion
and changes some minds about something, I am not Pollyannaish enough
to believe that it will bring about peace between (or among would be
more accurate) the warring camps of conflict scholars. But perhaps it will
contribute to the much needed joinder of issues Currie had in mind.2 4

consideration that arguably is excluded from the Restatement (Second)'s laundry list, see
supra text accompanying notes 128-35, the increased burden of considering the better law
factor is more than made up for by the proscription on weighing the specific interests. See
supra text accompanying notes 121-28.
243. See Ardoyno v. Kyzar, 426 F. Supp. 78 (E.D. La. 1976); Note, Choice of Law in
Louisiana: Torts, 47 LA. L. REV. 1109, 1145 (1987).
244. Currie, Comment on Babcock v. Jackson, 63 COLUM. L. REV. 1233, 1242 (1963).
245. See, e.g., Sedler, The Contracts Provisionsof the Restatement (Second): An Analysis and a Critique, 72 COLUM. L. REV. 279 (1972); R. WEINTRAUB, supra note 18, at 377,
from the "analysis camp;" Rosenberg, Comments on Reich v. Purcell, 15 UCLA L. REV. 551,
644 (1968); Korn, supra note 21, at 777-802 & 966-72, from the "rules camp."
246. Resolving all false conflicts the Currie-way, see supra text accompanying notes 5966 and including the better law, see supra text accompanying notes 127-48, and avoiding
unnecessary discrimination, see supra note 95, as choice-influencing factors, are desirable
but not essential for the successful marriage of rules and analysis.
247. See supra note 8.

